Department Application
Bronze and Silver Award

ATHENA SWAN BRONZE DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Recognise that in addition to institution-wide policies, the department is working to promote
gender equality and to identify and address challenges particular to the department and
discipline.

ATHENA SWAN SILVER DEPARTMENT AWARDS
In addition to the future planning required for Bronze department recognition, Silver department
awards recognise that the department has taken action in response to previously identified
challenges and can demonstrate the impact of the actions implemented.
Note: Not all institutions use the term ‘department’. There are many equivalent academic
groupings with different names, sizes and compositions. The definition of a ‘department’ can be
found in the Athena SWAN awards handbook.

COMPLETING THE FORM
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO COMPLETE THIS APPLICATION FORM WITHOUT READING THE
ATHENA SWAN AWARDS HANDBOOK.
This form should be used for applications for Bronze and Silver department awards.
You should complete each section of the application applicable to the award level you are
applying for.
Additional areas for Silver applications are highlighted
throughout the form: 5.2, 5.4, 5.5(iv)

If you need to insert a landscape page in your application, please copy and paste the template
page at the end of the document, as per the instructions on that page. Please do not insert any
section breaks as to do so will disrupt the page numbers.

WORD COUNT
The overall word limit for applications are shown in the following table.
There are no specific word limits for the individual sections and you may distribute words over
each of the sections as appropriate. At the end of every section, please state how many words
you have used in that section.
We have provided the following recommendations as a guide.

Department application

Bronze

Silver
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Word limit

10,500

12,000

Recommended word count
1.Letter of endorsement

500

500

2.Description of the department

500

500

3. Self-assessment process

1,000

1,000

4. Picture of the department

2,000

2,000

5. Supporting and advancing women’s careers

6,000

6,500

6. Case studies

n/a

1,000

7. Further information

500

500
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Name of institution

University of Manchester

Department

School of Computer Science

Focus of department

STEMM

Date of application

April 2017

Award Level

Bronze

Institution Athena SWAN
award

Date: November 2014

Contact for application

Liz Caine
Head of School Administration

Email

Liz.Caine@manchester.ac.uk

Telephone

(0161) 275 6827

Departmental website

http://www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/

Must be based in the department

Level: Bronze

1. LETTER OF ENDORSEMENT FROM THE HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words
An accompanying letter of endorsement from the head of department should be included. If the
head of department is soon to be succeeded, or has recently taken up the post, applicants should
include an additional short statement from the incoming head.
Note: Please insert the endorsement letter immediately after this cover page.
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School of Computer Science
The University of Manchester
Oxford Road
Manchester M13 9PL
+44(0)161 306 9282
www.manchester.ac.uk

27 April 2017

Equality Charters Manager
Equality Challenge Unit
7th Floor, Queen’s House
55/56 Lincoln’s Inn Fields
London
WC2A 3LJ

To Whom It May Concern:
The School of Computer Science is fully committed to Athena SWAN. As Head of School I
endeavour to create a vibrant environment in which all can flourish; one which attracts high
quality staff and students from the broadest range of backgrounds and enables them to achieve
their potential. As a blind member of staff, who first joined as a postdoctoral researcher and
became Head of School in 2016, I have always found the School a very supportive place in
which to work and I want to foster and deepen this environment.
Key to these aims is our Staff Development Committee, which is tasked with reviewing School
processes that manage and support staff, from appointments through probation, line
management, mentoring, sabbaticals and promotions; to ensure equality of opportunity and
support irrespective of background.
Gender stereotyping, gender bias and a lack of role models are serious issues within the subject.
Undergraduate entry to Computer Science has a national average of only 14% women (UCAS
2016 intake data), meaning that we are missing out on much potential talent. This failure to
attract all of the best computer scientists has a serious long-term impact on the discipline, the UK
IT industry and on the economy, as well as meaning that many women who could enjoy and
benefit from a career in Computer Science are unaware of what it is or what they could achieve. I
am delighted that the percentage of female undergraduates in our current first year has risen to
almost 27%, reflecting our efforts to recruit more female students and I will continue and expand
this effort.
We have excellent female role models who demonstrate that women can succeed in the School
and I am encouraged that we recently appointed three new female lecturers, maintaining our

relatively high proportion of female staff. However we must ensure that all staff, regardless of
background, have the equality of opportunities and encouragement to succeed.
One of the greatest challenges for the discipline and the School is to show girls in secondary
schools the possibilities created by study of Computer Science. Our work with schools and
teachers through ‘Computing at School’ has expanded and we now house the North-West
Regional Centre. A member of staff chaired the Royal Society committee that established the
new A-level Computer Science curriculum and is now chairing the review committee, which
has a remit to look at gender issues in the discipline.
The School and the discipline face significant challenges in achieving gender balance, but we
are determined to meet this challenge. Athena SWAN provides an excellent mechanism to
reflect on our practices and keep up momentum. Since our Bronze award in 2014 good progress
was made against our action plan, evidenced by increases in numbers of female students and
recruitment of female academic staff. Nonetheless, much still remains to be achieved and the
attached action plan has my very strong support.
I confirm that the information presented in the application is an honest, accurate and true
representation of the School.
WORDCOUNT 500/500

Professor Robert Stevens
Head of School

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words
Please provide a brief description of the department including any relevant
contextual information. Present data on the total number of academic staff, professional and
support staff and students by gender.

The World’s first stored programme computer was built in Manchester in 1948. The succession of
novel computers that were subsequently built led to the formation of the UK’s first department of
Computer Science in 1964 along with the first undergraduate degree programme. The School of
Computer Science is one of nine Schools within the Faculty of Science and Engineering and
continues to be a world-leading centre for research and to place great emphasis on education,
with the expectation that all academic staff in the school will engage in both research and
teaching.
As a highly interdisciplinary subject, collaboration is key to our success in research, and
employability and career development are key to our educational programmes. As such people
are at the heart of our work. We seek to be an inclusive, collaborative and supportive school
within which our staff and students can achieve their full potential and enjoy working in.

Staff
The School of Computer Science is large and broad: we have 183 members of staff, of whom 72
are academic (24% female), 67 research staff (19% female), and 47 professional services (PSS)
which includes technical staff (57% female). In our research, we cover a wide spectrum from
formal methods via machine learning and semantic technologies to low-power chip design.
The School is run via its School Leadership Team, chaired by the Head of School, which aims to
provide a supportive environment for academics to engage both in excellent research and
teaching. To ensure a supportive working environment is available to all members of staff,
regardless of their background, we work hard to ensure that all processes are fair, transparent,
and communicated well. The Staff Development Committee, chaired by the Deputy Head of
School and Director of Social Responsibility, leads in this area.
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Figure 1: School committee structure

Teaching
The School aims to provide teaching of the highest quality, to equip graduates with the
knowledge and skills for their future careers and personal development. Our teaching is grounded
in theory, and informed by professional practice and standards, and the research interests of
academic staff. We have an active Industry Club that provides mentors for undergraduate
students, and advises on curriculum design and development. We aim to produce graduates who
have significant experience of team working, are excellent communicators, self-directed learners,
and familiar with modern computer science technology and practices. Our current student
demographic is:

Level of study

Female

% Female

Male

% Male

Undergraduate

146

19

615

81

Postgraduate Taught

68

35

127

65

Postgraduate Research

41

31

92

69

Table 1: Student numbers by gender (February 2017)
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Outreach
We host the Computing At School (CAS) Regional Centre for the North-West within the School,
through which we host and participate in numerous activities to support Master Teachers and
encourage schoolchildren into computer science, including events specifically aimed at girls. The
school’s Animation competition was created in 2008 as part of our commitment to supporting the
teaching of computing in Schools.
WORDCOUNT: 452/500

3. THE SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Recommended word count: Bronze: 1000 words | Silver: 1000 words
Describe the self-assessment process. This should include:
(i)

a description of the self-assessment team

The School’s Staff Development Committee (SDC) was established in 2013 to ensure that all
processes relating to staff are undertaken in a way that ensures equality of opportunity and
support. It is charged with reviewing all of the processes that the School uses to manage and
support staff, from appointments through probation, line management, mentoring, sabbaticals
and promotions. SDC meets monthly and Athena SWAN is a standing item on the agenda. The SDC
forms the core of the self-assessment team.
Membership of SDC is on the basis of role, which is assigned during duties allocation and counts
towards academic staff workload allocation. Since this is an academic and research staff
development committee, additional PSS colleagues with expertise in student support and student
admissions and recruitment were asked to join for this Athena SWAN application, and will remain
part of SDC from now on. A call for volunteers as student representative was issued through the
School newsletter and via student email lists and a PhD student representative was identified.
Unfortunately there were no volunteers from the undergraduate (UG) population and we will
continue to seek UG representation (A3.1). To provide expertise on data visualisation and
interpretation, a post-doctoral researcher with a particular interest in this area volunteered to
take part.
In addition to being Deputy Head of School, the Athena SWAN academic lead is also the School’s
Senior Mentor and Director of Social Responsibility. There is a wide cross-membership with
decision-making School committees. We have 6 women and 5 men within the SAT and members
bring together a variety of experiences relevant to the self-assessment process, for example,
colleagues with caring responsibilities, experience of part-time working and non-UK HE systems,
and involvement with career development initiatives such as mentoring.
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Name

Role in School

Role on SAT
Chair and
Academic lead

Gender

Work-life balance

Female

Works full-time
Changed career to work in
Computer Science
Works full-time
Dual career household
Completed MSc while working
full-time
Works full-time
Previously part-time for childcare
reasons
Dual career household
Works full-time
BAME background

Professor Uli
Sattler

Deputy Head
of School

Liz Caine

Head of School Professional
Administration Services lead

Female

Professor
Norman
Paton

PGT Director

Senior academic

Male

Dr Liping
Zhao

Senior
Lecturer

Female

Dr Vasilis
Pavlidis

Lecturer

Dr Antoniu
Pop

Lecturer

Women in
Science,
Engineering &
Technology lead
Probationary
staff
representative
PDRA Champion

Gillian Lester

Student
Support Office
Manager

Student support
champion

Female

Cassie
Barlow

Recruitment &
Admissions
Manager

Recruitment &
Admissions lead

Shoaib Sufi

Project
Portfolio
Manager

Research staff
representative

Dr Nicolas
Matentzoglu
Mihaela
Mazilu

Postdoctoral
Researcher
PhD student

Data
visualisation
Student
representative

Male
Male

Works full-time
Early career researcher
Currently on sabbatical
Works full-time
Dual career household

Works full-time
Dual career household
Took 4-year career break after
having children, returning parttime then increasing to full-time
Female
Works part-time
Recently promoted
Two primary school aged
daughters
Took two maternity leaves
Male
Works full-time
BAME background
Dual career household
Cares for elderly parents and
young childen
Male
Works full-time
New PDRA
Female
Full-time student
Worked as a software engineer in
Romania and completed MSc
while working full-time
Table 2: Self-Assessment Team membership
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(ii)

an account of the self-assessment process

The School committed to Athena SWAN in its 2012/13 strategic plan and received a Bronze Award
in April 2014. Progress against the action plan was monitored through monthly SDC meetings
thereafter. Good progress has been made against the action plan and the SAT initially had hoped
to apply at silver level. Although we are very pleased with the significant increase in our intake of
female students (see below) and can identify specific actions we believe have caused this, we
cannot yet be certain. Also, while the proportion of female academic and research staff is high for
the field, it also has fluctuated and slightly increased, and the recruitment data suggests we still
have work to do on encouraging more women to apply. Furthermore the revised Athena SWAN
criteria covers PSS staff, which was not reflected in the previous action plan. Our strategy
therefore was to undertake an honest assessment of progress and identify further actions to be
taken with the aim of applying for silver at a later date.
Throughout 2016 SDC undertook a number of surveys in response to issues flagged in the
University’s Staff Survey 2015, which are discussed in section 5.2. The University Staff Survey 2017
coincides with the submission of this application and we will undertake further local surveys when
the results of this are known. We will also use the ECU’s ASSET 2016 report, which was released 3
weeks prior to this submission, to inform questions for a new School survey (A3.2).
Through an informal focus group, Early Career Researchers (ECRs) were asked for feedback on
their experience of the School’s recruitment processes and transitioning from research staff to an
independent lectureship. We plan to undertake another focus group amongst female first-year
undergraduates (see Section 4.1).
To prepare for the current submission, the team has met on a monthly basis and SAT members
have participated in relevant events and networks to share good practice such as WiSE, CygnetS
(a gender equality networking group for computer science departments) and the University’s
Athena SWAN network - this submission was also peer reviewed by colleagues within this
network. We will expand our external networks by contacting silver award recipients requesting
to share good practice and seek advice on issues that they have overcome (A3.3). Two members
of the School’s PSS, who are not part of our SAT, have also volunteered to participate in an
institutional Athena SWAN PSS focus group and we will invite them to join School SAT meetings to
discuss feedback from this network (A3.4).
(iii)

plans for the future of the self-assessment team

The SDC will be tasked with overseeing the completion of the action plan and continue to meet
monthly, reporting progress against the action plan (A3.5) and any issues which the SDC needs
support to pursue to the School Leadership Team (SLT). We will ensure that Athena SWAN is a
standing item on the SLT agenda every 6 months (A3.6). The action plan will be circulated widely
(A3.7) ensuring that all colleagues with actions are aware of what is required. The SDC Secretary
will monitor progress against the action plan and follow up with the individuals responsible.
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Membership of SDC will continue to be allocated through duties allocation, enabling new staff to
volunteer and existing staff to be able to step down if they wish. We will also publicise SDC
agendas through the staff newsletter inviting staff to propose agenda items (A3.8).

Support for other gender staff and students
Data was only available for female/male gender and is not recorded for Trans* or other genders.
We aim to provide a supportive environment for all genders so will ensure that all staff with
pastoral responsibilities are aware of the University guidance for those supporting Trans staff and
students (A3.9). Within our student population over the reporting period a small number of Trans
students have been supported through transition. Those involved with supporting these students
will be asked to reflect on how we may improve the School’s understanding and implementation
of this guidance.
*Trans is used here as an umbrella term encompassing all those who do not identify with the sex
they were assigned at birth, including but not limited to those who are transgender, transsexual,
and non-binary.

ACTIONS
3.1

Identify an undergraduate student representative for the self-assessment team

3.2

Undertake a new School survey informed by the University staff survey 2017 results
and ECU’s ASSET 2016 report

3.3

Contact silver award recipient computer science departments – and other Schools
within the University - to share good practice and seek advice

3.4

Invite School members of the University PSS Athena SWAN group to join the SAT

3.5

Review the Athena SWAN action plan in response to feedback from School survey

3.6

Athena SWAN to be on school leadership team agenda every 6 months

3.7

Action plan circulated to all those with assigned actions and placed on Athena SWAN
webpage. SDC Secretary to monitor progress and follow up with individuals
responsible

3.8

Publicise SDC agendas through the staff newsletter inviting staff to propose agenda
items

3.9

Ensure that all staff with pastoral responsibilities are aware of the guidance for
supporting Trans staff and students
WORDCOUNT: 973/1000
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4. A PICTURE OF THE DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: Bronze: 2000 words | Silver: 2000 words
4.1. Student data
If courses in the categories below do not exist, please enter n/a.
Overall Undergraduate (UG) and Postgraduate Research (PGR) numbers have increased
significantly since 2014. Postgraduate Taught (PGT) numbers have remained fairly constant.
Figure 2 indicates the absolute and relative numbers of female students in different categories,
and illustrates the changes in the percentage of female students across programmes. Overall our
female student population has increased from 20% to 23.4%.

Figure 2: Proportion of female full-time students on all programmes compared to HESA
(JACS code I1 Computer Science) and Russell Group averages
(i)

Numbers of men and women on access or foundation courses

The School does not have a dedicated Foundation year. The Faculty of Science and Engineering
offers a Foundation course leading to UG entry to a range of programmes including Computer
Science – these students are included in the undergraduate data below.
(ii)

Numbers of undergraduate students by gender
Full- and part-time by programme. Provide data on course applications, offers, and
acceptance rates, and degree attainment by gender.

The proportion of women at undergraduate level (offered as full-time only) has risen steadily in
the last three years at application, offer, acceptance and intake stages and in the total cohort. The
most recent intake is almost 27% female, bringing the overall cohort to 19% female.
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Figure 3: Proportion of full-time female students on UG degrees by year benchmarked against
UCAS

Year
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016

% Female
% Male
Stage
Female progression Male
progression
Application
252
15.4
1380
84.6
Offer
145
57.5
695
50.4
Acceptance
41
28
170
24.5
Intake
41
100
167
98.2
Application
260
14.8
1498
85.2
Offer
150
57.7
756
50.5
Acceptance
39
26
151
20
Intake
39
100
149
98.7
Application
362
18.8
1563
81.2
Offer
211
58.3
754
48.2
Acceptance
61
29
172
22.8
Intake
61
100
169
98
Table 3: Full-time UG applications, offers, acceptances and intake by gender

Women applicants were consistently more likely to receive an offer than men, more likely to
accept the offer and register (see Table 3 above). This suggests that the School is attracting
stronger female candidates each year through its recruitment activities, that women have a
positive experience at our Open and Visit Days and through our conversion activities. As far as we
know the 2016/17 intake has the highest proportion of female students yet.
A potential impact of Brexit could be that our EU student cohort decreases. Currently 57% of our
2016 Home intake are from the EU (see Table 4), and we will seek to increase the number of UK
students through various activities including our Computing At School outreach (see Section 5.4)
(A4.1.1). There is little difference in the proportion of women between the UK and EU students.
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Domicile
UK
EU
Overseas

Female

Male

% Female

21
56
27
29
72
29
12
44
21
Table 4: Full-time undergraduate students by domicile (2016 entry)

Benchmarking
To identify whether the recent increase in female undergraduates was sector-wide, we reviewed
UCAS data and found that we consistently attract a greater proportion of female applicants who
have been more likely to accept. This increase has grown year-on-year. The British Computer
Society 2016 “Women in IT Scorecard” reports that 15% of applicants to CS courses are female
and only 13% accepted places.

Year
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
2016

Stage
% Female UCAS % Female
Difference
Application
15.4
13.3
↑2.1
Intake
19.7
13.2
↑6.2
Application
14.8
13.8
↑1
Intake
20.7
13.7
↑6.8
Application
18.8
14.3
↑4.5
Intake
26.5
14.1
↑12.1
Table 5: Full-time female UG applications and intake compared to UCAS average

Athena SWAN actions
The previous action plan recommended changes to student recruitment strategy, aiming to
attract more female students. Main areas of focus were key recruitment channels - the website,
marketing materials and face-to-face interactions with pre-applicants, applicants and offer
holders. We increased the exposure of female role models – staff and students – in online and
printed marketing material, in the images we present and the blogs and student stories we
promote. The topic of gender in computing has been the focus of a recent podcast and a teacher
CPD evening. We also allocate at least two female students together in a tutor group to ensure
they are not isolated and female tutors are assigned wherever possible so they have access to
female role models.
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Figure 4: Examples of images from revised marketing materials
At Open Days and Applicant Visit Days, we ensure that there is ample opportunity for visitors and
applicants to engage with female staff and students. At these events we promote industrial
experience opportunities and career profiles of female students and alumni and including a
diversity of career paths – highlighting roles that contribute to tackle problems in society and
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changing people’s lives (oncology, biohealth), as well as programming, gadgets and gaming. We
will seek feedback on the recruitment and admissions process from our new intake of female UG
students through focus groups (A4.1.2).
The School has undertaken a significant amount of outreach work over the last three years,
including three “Ada Lovelace Days” aimed at encouraging girls to engage with, and potentially
consider a career in, computing. These events involved 150 girls from local schools aged 11-14.
Other outreach work includes primary school events (gender split 50/50) and secondary school
events (around 35% girls but increasing at each event). Our Sixth Form events, which are not
gender specific, are about 85% male. This reflects the well-known drop-off in girls interested in
computing as they progress through school education. The School engages with teachers as part
of our collaboration with Computing At School (see Section 5.4).
Degree attainment
In 2012 male students' achievement was slightly better than female students. This gap closed in
2013 and since then female students have consistently out-performed their male peers.

Figure 5: UG degree attainment by gender
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Year

Gender

First class
honours

Upper second
class honours

Lower second
class honours

Third class
honours / pass

2012

Female

8

10

5

2

2012

Female %

32

40

20

8

2012

Male

59

45

31

18

2012

Male %

38.6

29.4

20.3

11.8

2013

Female

13

11

1

2

2013

Female %

48.1

40.7

3.7

7.4

2013

Male

42

52

24

6

2013

Male %

33.9

41.9

19.4

4.8

2014

Female

18

5

8

1

2014

Female %

56.3

15.6

25

3.1

2014

Male

72

40

25

8

2014

Male %

49.7

27.6

17.2

5.5

2015

Female

17

7

1

0

2015

Female %

68

28

4

0

2015

Male

56

54

26

13

2015

Male %

37.6

36.2

17.4

8.7

Table 6: Degree attainment by gender
(iii)

Numbers of men and women on postgraduate taught degrees
Full- and part-time. Provide data on course application, offers and acceptance rates and
degree completion rates by gender.

Part-time/modular options exist for PGT but numbers are very small and may indicate student resits. Furthermore most of our PGT students are from overseas and it is not possible for them to
undertake part-time study due to visa regulations. Therefore we have examined the entire cohort
holistically.
The proportion of women PGT applicants has remained consistently high relative to sector
averages (25.4%, HESA 2013/14 JACS code I1 Computer science) over recent years, at 33-34%.
Similar to UG, female applicants are more likely to receive an offer than male and 37% of our offer
holders are female.
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Figure 6: Proportion of female students on PGT programmes

Year
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016

Stage

Female

Female %

Male

Male %

Application
415
31.9
888
68.2
Offer
262
35.6
474
64.4
Acceptance
75
34.3
144
65.7
Intake
80*
35.2
147
64.8
Application
452
34
876
66
Offer
227
39.4
349
60.6
Acceptance
127
37.6
211
62.4
Intake
60
34.3
115
65.7
Application
569
33.8
1115
66.2
Offer
241
37.1
409
62.9
Acceptance
71
36.8
122
63.2
Intake
64
36.8
110
63.2
Table 7: PGT applications, offers, acceptances and intake by gender
(*higher intake than acceptances indicates deferrals from the previous year)

On average non-UK students comprise at least 80% of the total cohort. In many countries,
Computer Science is seen as a gender-neutral subject from school level upwards 1 so the higher
proportion of overseas students accounts for some of the higher proportion of women at PGT.

Degree completion
PGT completions are roughly similar for male and female students, as illustrated in Figure 7 and
Table 8 below.

http://www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/themes/gender-equality/resources/single-viewgender/news/women_still_a_minority_in_engineering_and_computer_science/
1
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Figure 7: Full-time PGT degree attainment by gender

Year

Gender

Active

Lesser
Award

PGT within 2
Years

PGT within 3
Years

Withdrawn

2009/2010

Female

0

0

35

1

0

2009/2010

Female %

0

0

97.2

2.8

0

2009/2010

Male

0

1

94

1

3

2009/2010

Male %

0

1.01

95

1

3

2010/2011

Female

0

0

34

1

2

2010/2011

Female %

0

0

91.9

2.7

5.4

2010/2011

Male

1

0

110

1

3

2010/2011

Male %

0.9

0

95.7

0.9

2.6

2011/2012

Female

0

0

34

0

1

2011/2012

Female %

0

0

97.1

0

2.9

2011/2012

Male

0

0

89

0

1

2011/2012

Male %

0

0

98.9

0

1.1

2012/2013

Female

0

2

29

0

0

2012/2013

Female %

0

6.5

93.6

0

0

2012/2013

Male

1

7

87

0

0

2012/2013

Male %

1.1

7.4

91.6
0
0
Table 8: Full-time PGT degree attainment by gender
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(iv)

Numbers of men and women on postgraduate research degrees
Full- and part-time. Provide data on course application, offers, acceptance and degree
completion rates by gender.

The proportion of applications, offers and acceptances from women has seen a slight increase
since 2014 and they are more likely to receive an offer and accept that offer than their male
counterparts. Intake numbers suggest a different picture, however these are small numbers and
are affected by changes in funding opportunities from different markets.

Figure 8: Proportion of female students on full-time PGR programmes

Year

Stage

Female

2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016

Application
Offer
Acceptance
Intake
Application
Offer
Acceptance
Intake
Application
Offer
Acceptance
Intake

86
17
10
10
101
27
23
20
143
44
28
13

%
Female
25.1
22.7
20
19.6
28.5
36.5
36.5
40.8
32.1
40.7
46.7
32.5

Male
257
58
40
41*
254
47
40
29
303
64
32
27

%
Male
74.9
77.3
80
80.4
71.5
63.5
63.5
59.2
67.9
59.3
53.3
67.5

% Female
progression
25.1
19.8
58.8
100
28.5
26.7
85
87
32.1
30.8
63
46.4

% Male
progression
74.9
22.6
69
100*
71.5
18.5
85.1
72.5
67.9
21.1
50
84.4

Table 9: PGR applications, offers, acceptances and intake by gender
(*higher intake than acceptances due to deferrals)

A higher proportion of women applied in 2016/17 compared to previous years and a higher
proportion were offered a place. Acceptances were significantly down for both men and women
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but a significantly smaller proportion of women who accepted offers enrolled than men and this
requires further investigation (A4.1.3).

Completion rates

Figure 9: Full-time PGR degree attainment by gender

Intake
Year

Gender

Active
on
lesser
Award

Active
on
PhD

Completed
Lesser
Award

Completed
PhD - Over 5
Years

Completed Withdrawn
PhD Within 5
Years

2008

Female

0

1

1

2

0

1

2008

Female %

0

20

20

40

0

20

2008

Male

0

1

1

2

18

2

2008

Male %

0

4.2

4.2

8.3

75

8.3

2009

Female

1

2

0

0

6

1

2009

Female %

10

20

0

0

60

10

2009

Male

1

1

0

1

19

1

2009

Male %

4.4

4.4

0

4.4

82.6

4.3

2010

Female

0

5

0

0

5

3

2010

Female %

0

38.5

0

0

38.5

23.1

2010

Male

0

5

1

0

18

3

2010

Male %

0

18.5

3.7

0

66.7

11.1

Table 10: Full-time PGR degree attainment data
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A high proportion of male students complete their PhD within a 5-year period. We note the higher
withdrawal rate for female students and checked whether this was related to parental leave. Over
the past 3 years, four PGR students have taken maternity leave, one of whom completed her PhD,
one withdrew and two returned to their ongoing studies (A4.1.4, A4.1.5). Withdrawals in these
circumstances for an overseas student could also be linked to visa issues. Although the actual
numbers are very small action is being taken to improve PGR attrition rates and improve cohort
effects by providing cohort advisors and communal PGR space. We are also developing proposals
to improve access to doctoral level study and retain PGR students on a part-time basis if they are
offered jobs.
(v)

Progression pipeline between undergraduate and postgraduate student levels
Identify and comment on any issues in the pipeline between undergraduate and
postgraduate degrees.

The proportion of female students on postgraduate degrees is significantly higher than for
undergraduate. The markets for UG and PGT are fairly different and there are relatively small
numbers directly progressing, nevertheless these graphs suggest that there are no barriers for
women to progress through the study pipeline. Within Computer Science a PhD or MSc is not
required to work within the field in the same way that it does for other subjects, meaning our UG
students have fewer incentives to pursue postgraduate studies.

ACTIONS
4.1.1

Continue outreach activities and improve communications to ensure gender balance is
at least maintained and preferably improved as sources of students change

4.1.2

Seek feedback on the recruitment and admissions process from our new intake of
female UG students through focus groups.

4.1.3

Investigate the possible reasons behind the low number of female offer holders
enrolling in 2016/17

4.1.4

Identify the reasons why PGR students withdraw and why proportionally more female
students withdraw.

4.1.5

Review the support offered to PGR students, particularly those with family
commitments
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4.2.
(i)

Academic and research staff data
Academic staff by grade, contract function and gender: research-only, teaching and
research or teaching-only
Look at the career pipeline and comment on and explain any differences between men and
women. Identify any gender issues in the pipeline at particular grades/job type/academic
contract type.

Figure 10: All academic and research staff (full-and part-time) by gender

The overall percentage of female teaching and research (T&R) staff has increased slightly from
24% to 25%, dipping in 2015/16. This represents 14 female academics for the first 3 years,
recently increasing to 17 due to the recruitment of four new lecturers in early 2016/17 (three
female) and two retirements (both male). No female academics left the School over the reporting
period. The proportion of female professors decreased from 24% to 20% but the actual number
has remained static at 4, percentage fluctuations due to male academics being recruited and/or
promoted.
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Year

Gender

Lecturer (7)

Senior
Lecturer (8)

Reader (8)

Professor (9)

TOTAL

6
11
17
35%
6
12
18
33%
6
13
19
32%
9
15
24
38%

3
17
20
15%
3
15
18
17%
3
16
19
16%
3
14
17
18%

1
3
4
25%
1
5
6
17%
1
7
8
13%
1
6
7
14%

4
13
17
24%
4
14
18
22%
4
14
18
22%
4
16
20
20%

14
44
58
24%
14
46
60
23%
14
50
64
22%
17
51
68
25%

2013/14 Female
Male
TOTAL
% Female
2014/15 Female
Male
TOTAL
% Female
2015/16 Female
Men
TOTAL
% Female
2016/17 Women
Men
TOTAL
% Female

Table 11: Academic (teaching and research) staff by grade, contract function and gender

Year

Gender

Lecturer (7)

Senior Lecturer (8)

Reader (8)

TOTAL

2013/14

Women
Men

0
1
1
0
4
4
0
3
3

0
2
2
0
2
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
3
0
6
6
0
3
3

0
2
2

0
1
1

0
1
1

0
4
4

TOTAL
2014/15
TOTAL
2015/16

Women
Men
Women
Men

TOTAL
2016/17
TOTAL

Women
Men

Table 12: Teaching-only academic staff by grade, contract function and gender

All our teaching-only staff are male. Across the whole academic staff cohort, the proportion of
women fluctuates by 1-2%.
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Year

Gender

Lecturer (7)

Senior
Lecturer (8)

Reader (8)

2013/14

Female
Male

6
12
18
33%

3
19
22
14%

1
3
4
25%

4
13
17
24%

14
47
61
23%

Female
Male

6
16
22
27%

3
17
20
15%

1
5
6
17%

4
14
18
22%

14
52
66
21%

Female
Male

6
16
22
27%

3
16
19
16%

1
7
8
13%

4
14
18
22%

14
53
67
21%

Female
Male

9
17
26
35%

3
15
18
17%

1
7
8
13%

4
16
20
20%

17
55
72
24%

TOTAL
% Female
2014/15
TOTAL
% Female
2015/16
TOTAL
% Female
2016/17
TOTAL
% Female

Professor (9) TOTAL

Table 13: All academic staff by grade, contract function and gender

Year

Gender

2013/14

Women
Men

TOTAL
% Female
2014/15 Women
Men
TOTAL
% Female
2015/16 Women
Men
TOTAL
% Female
2016/17 Women
Men
TOTAL
% Female

Research
Associate (5/6)

Research
Fellow (7)

Senior Research
Fellow (8)

TOTAL

8
35
43
19%
10
32
42
24%
9
36
45
20%
10
42
52
19%

0
13
13
0%
1
12
13
8%
1
14
15
7%
3
12
15
20%

0
1
1
0%
0
2
2
0%
0
1
1
0%
0
0
0
0%

8
49
57
14%
11
46
57
19%
10
51
61
16%
13
54
67
19%

Table 14: Research staff by grade, contract function and gender
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The number and proportion of female staff research staff (PDRAs) has also fluctuated but
increased slightly over the period – from 8 (14%) to 13 (19%). There has been an increase in the
proportion of female staff at Research Fellow, from 0 to 3 (23%).
Although the modest increases in the proportion of female academic and research staff are good
to see, women are still under-represented particularly within senior academic roles. We are
scrutinizing the way our positions are advertised to ensure that they are appealing to all
candidates regardless of their background, and that they express our sincere wish to receive
applications from candidates from under-represented groups, including women (see Section 5.1).

Benchmarking
HESA data for cost centre 121 2014/15, reports that 21.8% of T&R academic staff are female and
for cost centre 119 this is 11.6%. In the same period within the School 23% of our T&R academics
were female so we are above the 119 and 121 cost centre averages.

Figure 11: Proportion of female staff benchmarked against HESA
(cost centres 119 and 121)
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Year
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Subject (cost centre)
(119) Electrical, electronic &
computer engineering
(121) IT, systems sciences &
computer software engineering
(119) Electrical, electronic &
computer engineering
(121) IT, systems sciences &
computer software engineering
(119) Electrical, electronic &
computer engineering
(121) IT, systems sciences &
computer software engineering

Teaching
only
% female

Research
only
% female

Teaching &
Research
% female

17.0%

16.7%

10.8%

21.4%

21.1%

21.6%

19.5%

16.1%

11.4%

23.2%

22.8%

21.4%

19.5%

15.9%

11.6%

23.3%

22.0%

21.8%

Table 15: HESA benchmarking data for academic staff

The national average of female research staff for the two subject areas is 10.8% and 21.6% so we
are between the two. This reinforces our view that the proportion of female research staff in the
School is lower than it should be. However on a positive note our 20% female Professors is
considerably higher than the average for either subject area:

Figure 12: Proportion of female professors in the School benchmarked against HESA averages
(cost centres 119 and 121)
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Year

Subject (cost centre)
2012/13 (119) Electrical, electronic & computer engineering
(121) IT, systems sciences & computer software
engineering
2013/14 (119) Electrical, electronic & computer engineering
(121) IT, systems sciences & computer software
engineering
2014/15 (119) Electrical, electronic & computer engineering
(121) IT, systems sciences & computer software
engineering

% female
6.5%
12.6%
6.2%
13.2%
7.2%
12.8%

Table 16: HESA benchmarking data for professorial staff
We will continue to benchmark for comparison against other research-intensive Computer
Science departments (A4.2.1). We also compared our data to some publicly available Athena
SWAN submissions by Computer Science departments and found that we are broadly in line.
The Faculty of Science and Engineering currently has 17% female academics and 22% female
researchers. Broken down by job grade, women comprise:
•
•

29% of Lecturers; 19% Senior Lecturers; 23.8% Readers, 13% Professors.
29% of Research Assistant/Associates; 22.6% Research Fellows; 33.3% Senior Research
Fellows.
This data includes both T&R and Teaching-only staff, so in comparison with Table 14 above, the
School has a higher overall proportion of female staff, specifically at Lecturer and Professorial
levels.
(ii)

Academic and research staff by grade on fixed-term, open-ended/permanent and zero-hour
contracts by gender
Comment on the proportions of men and women on these contracts. Comment on what is
being done to ensure continuity of employment and to address any other issues, including
redeployment schemes.

The vast majority of academic staff have open-ended contracts, with a small number of male
Professors on fixed-term contracts. All female academics have open-ended contracts. The only
member of research staff with an open-ended contract is male. This one person represents 0.02%
of the research staff population so we do not consider this to be indicative of any particular
pattern. There are no staff on zero-hour contracts.
Continuity of employment for research staff largely depends on the availability of externally
funded grants. Of our current research staff (67), 15 (12 male, 3 female) have been in the School
for 10 years or longer and 39 (34 male, 5 female) have been employed for more than 3 years.
Staff with at least 4 years’ service over two or more contracts are eligible to request an ‘openended, subject to funding’ contract. We will check this is the case for these staff and if not, we will
encourage them to request it (A4.2.3).
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The University redeployment policy specifies that eligible staff are placed on the redeployment
register and any new vacancies are advertised for 5 working days, ring-fenced to applications
from staff on the redeployment register. For staff on ‘open ended, subject to funding’ contracts
the University provides a further 3 months funding extension to allow for additional time to seek
redeployment. This University-wide scheme is considered beneficial to staff as our researchers
have highly transferrable skills relevant to different Schools.
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2013/14
Female
N
Lecturer (6)

%

2014/15

Male
N

Female

%

N

%

2015/16

Male
N

Female

%

N

%

Male
N

%

Open-ended
Open-ended

5
3

29% 12
16% 16

71%
84%

5
3

24% 16
15% 17

76%
85%

5
3

24% 12
14% 19

Open-ended
Fixed Term
Open-ended

1
0
4

13% 7 88%
0% 1 100%
25% 12 75%

1
0
0

17% 5 83%
0% 2 100%
25% 12 75%

1
0
4

25% 3 75%
0% 1 100%
25% 12 75%

Research Assistant / Associate (5/6) Fixed Term
Fixed Term
Research Fellow (7)
Open-ended

9
1
0

20% 36 80% 10 24% 32 76%
7% 13 93% 1 8% 11 92%
0% 1 100% 0 0% 1 100%

8
0
0

19% 35 81%
0% 12 100%
0% 1 100%

Senior Research Fellow (8)

0

0%

0

0%

Senior Lecturer (7)
Reader (8)
Professor (9)

Fixed Term

1

100%

0

0%

2

100%

1

76%
86%

100%

Table 17: Academic and research staff by grade on fixed-term and open-ended contracts
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(iii)

Academic leavers by grade and gender and full/part-time status
Comment on the reasons academic staff leave the department, any differences by gender
and the mechanisms for collecting this data.
Job Role
Lecturer

Senior Lecturer

Full/Part Time Gender 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 % Female
Full-Time

Female
Male

0
0

0
0

0
1

0%

Part-Time

Female
Male

0
0

0
0

0
0

0%

Full-Time

Female
Male
Female
Male

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
14
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
12
0

Male

0

2

0

Female
Male
Female
Male

1
1
0
0

1
0
0

1
1
0
1

Female
Male
Female
Male

0
0
0
4

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

Part-Time
Reader

Full-Time
Part-Time

Professor

Full-Time
Part-Time

Research Assistant /
Associate

Full-Time
Part-Time

Research Fellow

Full-Time
Part-Time

Teaching only

Full-Time
Part-Time

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
14%
0%
33%
0%
0%
0%

Table 18: Leavers by job role and mode of attendance

In the 3-year period, no female members of academic staff left the School. A small number of
male academics left, mostly due to retirement. The number of male research staff leavers over
the same period has remained fairly static, with small fluctuations that we expect are due to
grants ending, possibly associated with academic retirements. The numbers of female research
staff at all levels leaving has increased over the period from 1 to 5. Of Postdoctoral Research
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Assistant/Associate (PDRA) leavers, 14% were female, reflecting the gender composition of this
group. However a disproportionately high number of female Research Fellows left (33%), which is
concerning as this group feeds into the academic career pipeline.
Currently no exit questionnaire is in place so reasons for leaving are unknown. We will work with
HR and the Equality and Diversity office to identify whether any general issues concerning gender
and/or ethnicity have been raised (A4.2.2).

ACTIONS
4.2.1

Continue to benchmark when more recent data is available .

4.2.2

Work with HR and E&D to ascertain reasons for leaving through exit interviews
and identify if there are any gender-specific or work-life balance reasons for
research staff leaving.

4.2.3

Check that research staff with 4 or more years’ service and at least 2 contracts are
on ‘open-ended, subject to funding’ contracts. If not, ensure staff are aware they
can request this.

WORDCOUNT: 1999/2000
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5. SUPPORTING AND ADVANCING WOMEN’S CAREERS
Recommended word count: Bronze: 6000 words | Silver: 6500 words
5.1.
(i)

Key career transition points: academic staff
Recruitment
Break down data by gender and grade for applications to academic posts including
shortlisted candidates, offer and acceptance rates. Comment on how the department’s
recruitment processes ensure that women (and men where there is an underrepresentation
in numbers) are encouraged to apply.

Posts are usually advertised at multiple grades, e.g. Lecturer/Senior Lecturer/Reader, or Research
Associate/Fellow, to broaden the pool of candidates and allow flexibility in appointment and cater
for different levels of experience. Therefore data is summarised for all academic and all research
positions. ‘Other’ is used where candidates have either not provided their gender or identify as a
gender other than male or female.
Status
Applicants
2013-14 Interviewed
Appointed
Applicants
2014-15 Interviewed
Appointed
Applicants
2015-16 Interviewed
Appointed

Women
10
4
0
8
1
0
30
3
0

Men
23
3
1
27
3
1
96
15
3

Other
6
1
0
1
0
0
8
2
0

Total
39
8
1
36
4
1
134
20
3

% Women
26%
40%
0%
22%
13%
0%
22%
10%
0%

Table 19: Academic recruitment data

Figure 13: Academic and research staff recruitment data
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Disappointingly the proportion of job applications from women for academic posts decreased
from 26% to 22%. Furthermore the proportion of female applicants shortlisted has decreased
from 40% to 10% although the actual numbers are very low. During the 3-year period, none of the
4 academics appointed were female. All appointments were in hardware engineering, which is
more male-dominated than CS in general. Data is incomplete for 2016/17, however 4 academic
positions were advertised in 2016 and 3 female lecturers appointed.

Status
Applicants
2013-14 Interview
Appointed
Applicants
2014-15 Interview
Appointed
Applicants
2015-16 Interview
Appointed

Women
60
15
10
90
15
4
45
6
3

Men
168
27
14
263
59
20
209
43
20

Other
19
5
3
33
6
2
21
1
0

Total
247
47
27
386
80
26
275
50
23

% Women
24%
25%
67%
23%
17%
27%
16%
13%
50%

Table 20: Research staff recruitment data

Similar proportions of applications from female candidates were received for research positions,
except in 2015/16. A smaller proportion of women were shortlisted for research posts than
academic posts but a greater proportion were appointed. However this has decreased from 67%
to 50%. The numbers are small but this is a disappointing pattern we will address through our
recruitment processes. To monitor progress a biannual review of applications, shortlists and
success rates by gender will be undertaken and reported to SDC and SLT (A5.1.1).

Recruitment processes
Posts at grade 6 and below are advertised for one week to redeployees before being advertised
internally. Many PSS roles are filled internally, particularly fixed-term contracts such as maternity
cover, providing secondment opportunities for career development.
After examining the above data we ran the text from a selection of our adverts through a ‘gender
decoder’ 2, which found that academic adverts tended to use masculine words and PSS adverts
feminine words. We will aim for text that is gender-neutral (A5.1.2). We also reflected on whether
all essential criteria for posts are truly essential and how better use could be made of desirable
criteria (A5.1.3).
Managers are required to undertake recruitment and selection training and attend an equality
and diversity workshop (see Section 5.2). We will continue to aim at inclusive appointment
panels, ensuring at least one female member of all interview panels for academic posts by
2

http://gender-decoder.katmatfield.com/
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utilising female colleagues as external panel members where necessary. Managers are advised
this should also be the case for research appointments and we will check this guidance is being
followed (A5.1.4, A5.1.5). Academic panels will be asked to consider proactively approaching
potential female candidates to encourage them to apply (A5.1.6).
During the focus group with ECRs the low availability of part-time posts was discussed. This led us
to reflect on our practice of advertising full-time academic posts and whether this was out of
habit or necessity. We will address this by explicitly encouraging part-time and job share
applicants to academic posts in job adverts through a positive action statement (A5.1.7).
Managers recruiting to research posts will be asked to do the same, although flexibility may be
restricted by funding and milestone deadlines.
No data was available for recruitment to PSS roles. This data will be reviewed when it becomes
available (A5.1.8).
(ii)

Induction
Describe the induction and support provided to all new academic staff at all levels.
Comment on the uptake of this and how its effectiveness is reviewed.

New starters receive an information booklet with their contract, which covers core induction
information and key facts about the University. The School provides a building tour and local
induction handbook, which provides an overview of the School, ‘how to’ information, key
contacts and recommended training. Feedback on the handbook is encouraged to ensure it
remains relevant and has so far been positive.
New academics are invited to meet with the Head of School (HoS) and Head of School
Administration (HoSA) who introduces them to key PSS staff. Probationary academics also meet
with the Senior Mentor, a School role to lead on academic staff mentoring and development. The
Senior Mentor explains how the School is run and assigns a suitable mentor - the new academic
can specify what they require from mentor e.g. someone with experience of combining a career
with a young family or someone who was promoted quickly. Probationary staff are also invited to
join the ECR network which meets quarterly with lunch provided by the School. The ECR network
was established in 2015 to create a cohort effect and mutually supportive environment for staff at
various stages of their probation. Membership of the group is currently 12 staff, 33% female
overall and 43% female for appointees over the last 3 years. The HoS, Directors of Research and
Teaching Strategy, Senior Mentor and HoSA have all attended these meetings at ECRs’ invitation
to engage in discussion and answer any questions.
Research staff induction is devolved to research groups. The School ensures that as a minimum all
new staff receive a copy of the induction handbook and a health and safety induction, but we feel
that this could be further improved. A working group consisting of the Director of Research,
Research Support Manager, PDRA Champion and HoSA has been established to review induction
processes for research staff with the aim of producing a research staff booklet (A5.1.9).
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(iii)

Promotion

Provide data on staff applying for promotion and comment on applications and success rates by gender, grade and full- and part-time status.
Comment on how staff are encouraged and supported through the process.

Promotion to:
Chair / Professor
Reader
Senior Lecturer
Senior Research Fellow
Lecturer / Research Fellow

2013/14
Applications
Successful
Male Female Male %
0
4
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
1
1

2014/15
Applications Successful

Male Female
0
0
0
3
0
50
0
0
100
0
0
100
2
0
100

Male
0
2
0
0
1

%
0
67
0
0
50

Applications

2015/16
Successful

Male Female Male % Female %
1
0
1
100
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 21: Promotion applications and success rates by gender

No applications for promotion were received from women in 2013/14 and 2014/15. One successful application was received in 2015/16. No
data was available on full- or part-time status. We will begin to collect this locally commencing with the 2016/17 promotions round (A5.1.10).
To ensure we provide a work environment where everybody can thrive, we need to ensure that all staff, regardless of their gender or
background, are supported to ensure the best chance of success. We equally recognise that not everyone wants to apply for promotion and
make it clear to staff, e.g. during a recent ECR group discussion, that there is nothing wrong in staying in the same role if staff are satisfied to
do so. Informal feedback was sought from the recently successful female promotion applicant:
“I felt the promotion process was very constructive – I received lots of useful feedback at all stages. More than this though was the active
mentoring from many senior colleagues who helped support me in activities that would lead to promotion, such as taking on service and
leadership roles”.
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Promotions procedure
Staff are encouraged to attend Faculty promotion workshops and details are circulated
by email, in the School newsletter and posters. In advance of the promotions round the
HoS emails all academic and research staff with details of the process, committee
composition and criteria. School Promotions Committee (SPC) is composed to ensure a
broad diversity of roles and staff. Members are required to undertake unconscious bias
training.
The application form provides space for staff to indicate any personal circumstances
they wish to be taken into consideration, for example careers breaks, part-time working
or ill health.
Promotion is discussed as part of the P&DR and, to ensure that applications are not
limited to a self-selected pool, SPC reviews a list of eligible staff to identify anyone who
is possibly ready to apply for promotion and approaches suitable candidates to consider
an application. We also ask staff with experience of the promotions process to
volunteer as promotions advisors (A5.1.11).
(iv)

Department submissions to the Research Excellence Framework (REF)
Provide data on the staff, by gender, submitted to REF versus those that were
eligible. Compare this to the data for the Research Assessment Exercise 2008.
Comment on any gender imbalances identified.

Unit of
Assessment
Computer
Science and
Informatics

Gender Included Total

Inclusion
%

HEI Average
Inclusion %

Difference

Female

9

12

75%

50%

↑25%

Male

33

42

79%

63%

↑16%

Table 22: Staff returned to REF2014 by gender

The proportion of female staff submitted to REF2014 was 75%, with 9 out of 12 eligible
female staff returned (21% of all staff submitted). This was 25% higher than the HEI
average inclusion. A slightly higher proportion (79%) of eligible male staff were
returned.
Of the 74 staff returned to RAE2008 at least 14 were female, comprising 19% of the
total submission which included 58 male and 1 unknown. We do not have data on the
total number of eligible staff by gender but it appears that the proportion of female
staff returned has increased, and it roughly reflects the composition of staff.
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ACTIONS
5.1.1

Undertake a biannual review of applications, shortlists and success rates by
gender to be reported to SDC and then to SLT

5.1.2

Ensure adverts and job descriptions are worded in a gender-neutral way

5.1.3

Only list as essential criteria those which are truly essential

5.1.4

Issue guidance to recruiting managers to ensure they are aware of the
requirement for inclusivity on panels.

5.1.5

Record composition of appointment panels

5.1.6

Encourage/target applications from women to future academic recruitment
rounds particularly at senior levels

5.1.7

Include positive action statement on future academic and research job adverts
to encourage part-time and job share applicants (where funding/milestones
permits), as well as female and BAME applicants

5.1.8

Review data for recruitment to PSS posts

5.1.9

Conclude review of induction processes for research staff and produce booklet

5.1.10

Collect data on whether staff are full- or part-time for promotion applicants

5.1.11

Continue to ensure that all staff are aware of promotions process and are
supported to apply when ready to do so. Continue to proactively identify staff
who are ready for promotion but otherwise may not have put themselves
forward

5.2.
(i)

Career development: academic staff
Training
Describe the training available to staff at all levels in the department. Provide
details of uptake by gender and how existing staff are kept up to date with
training. How is its effectiveness monitored and developed in response to levels of
uptake and evaluation?

Staff Learning and Development (SL&D) provide a wide range of training and
development for all staff. Additional ‘lunch and learn’ sessions to support line managers
and promote best practice are organised by the Faculty HR team and advertised
through the School newsletter.
Equality and diversity (E&D)
All staff are required to complete an online course, which covers equalities legislation
and broader issues. SPC members and all line managers must attend an E&D workshop
to help promote good practice in our processes. SPC members are also required to
undertake unconscious bias training (provided by an external company so no
completion data was available).
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Attendance at University-provided training events is recorded by SL&D with reports
available on request. The School has not consistently followed up attendance but we
will work with the E&D office to improve take-up.

Training type

Female

Male

Total

Female %

Equality and Diversity
Recruitment and Selection
Leadership
P&DR Reviewer (PSS only)
P&DR Reviewee (PSS only)

6
6
4
7*
11

12
11
1
1
7

18
17
5
8
18

30%
35%
80%
87.5%
61%

Table 23: Uptake of training by gender
(*75% of PSS managers are female)
The above figures include PSS of whom 57% are female, which explains the
proportionally higher take-up by women. However considering E&D training is
mandatory, 30% uptake across the School is very poor. We will remind staff of this
requirement and ensure that all new starters complete this training at induction
(A5.2.1).
When the new online P&DR is rolled out for academic and research staff we will
encourage staff to attend training, starting with SLT to lead by example (A5.2.2).
New Academics Programme (NAP)
New lecturers in the Faculty are required to undertake the NAP, which covers all
aspects of their role - research, teaching, grant applications, administration, external
affairs and professional development. The teaching elements are accredited by the
Higher Education Academy (HEA). NAP includes the above courses in Equality and
Diversity and Recruitment and Selection.
To monitor the effectiveness of training, Staff Learning and Development request
feedback from attendees. Line managers also discuss through the P&DR whether/which
training activities have helped the staff member develop, and this knowledge is shared
on an ad-hoc basis via the school's newsletter and informal communications.
(ii)

Appraisal/development review
Describe current appraisal/development review schemes for staff at all levels,
including postdoctoral researchers and provide data on uptake by gender. Provide
details of any appraisal/review training offered and the uptake of this, as well as
staff feedback about the process.

The University has a Performance and Development Review (P&DR) scheme, which is
applicable to all staff. Participation is not mandatory but is strongly encouraged.
Academics complete a tailored version of the form to encourage discussion about
teaching, research and knowledge transfer. In-person and online training is provided by
SL&D for reviewers and reviewees.
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Table 24 shows academic P&DR completion for the year 2015/16, but is not broken
down by role level to avoid identifying individuals.

Gender
Male
Female

Eligible Staff

Offered

Offered %

Completed

Completion %

48
11

48
11

100%
100%

36
8

75%
73%

Table 24: 2015/16 P&DR completions for academic staff
There was no significant difference in P&DR completion by gender. Completion was not
formally recorded prior to 2015/16. Managers are asked to notify the HoSA when
P&DRs are completed and reminders are sent out.
No data exists for P&DR completion for research staff. We are aware of some pockets
of good practice but the responses to our survey suggest that this is not widely offered
and/or taken up. The HoS has written to academic staff requesting that they offer all
researchers in their groups a P&DR. The form has been modified to make it more
relevant to researchers. The PDRA Champion has written to all research staff advising
them of the benefits of P&DR and encouraging them to take up the opportunity. The
HoSA sends out regular reminders to staff. We hope this joined-up approach will
encourage research staff and their managers to participate and will continue to monitor
completion rates. Our aim is to ensure that every member of the School is offered a
P&DR (A5.2.3).

(iii)

Support given to academic staff for career progression
Comment and reflect on support given to academic staff, especially postdoctoral
researchers, to assist in their career progression.

Academic staff development within the School is led by the Staff Development
Committee (SDC). SDC is chaired by the female Deputy Head of School, Professor Uli
Sattler, and reports into School Leadership Team (SLT). In collaboration with the E&D
office, SDC commissioned several surveys (discussed below and in Section 5.4) to
investigate results of the 2015 University Staff Survey:
(i)

Research staff survey
A number of areas of dissatisfaction for PDRAs were noted in the 2015 University
staff survey, particularly the extent they feel part of the School and career
progression. To explore these issues and identify potential solutions research staff
were recruited for a focus group, led by the PDRA Champion Dr Caroline Jay and Dr
Antoniu Pop who was due to take over the role, to discuss training opportunities,
career progression and what the School can do to improve working conditions.
Two female and three male PDRAs attended. The output of the focus group was
used to inform a research staff survey. The survey identified that all 14
respondents were interested in working in academia, and 57% were also
interested in working in industry. The majority were aware of University training
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opportunities and had received some training in the previous year, but did not feel
there was adequate career support within the School. Key actions from this were
extending teaching opportunities to research staff and increasing opportunities for
socialising and networking.
As a direct result of this feedback, guidance for PDRAs wishing to gain teaching
experience was produced and agreed by the SLT. The PDRA Champion has
communicated this to research staff and sent a reminder when teaching duties
were being allocated for 2017/18. The PDRA Champion has also established a
School research staff network.
86% of respondents told us they did not have a P&DR in the previous 12 months.
The School has acted on this by actively encouraging line managers to offer P&DRs
to their research staff and completion is being monitored and chased.

(ii) Career development survey
A survey of PDRAs’ awareness and uptake of training opportunities was carried out
by the SDC. 61% of staff were aware of the opportunities available and had utilised
them – we are seeking to further improve this through the research staff
handbook. Research staff have also been encouraged to reflect on which career
direction they would like to follow. Those aiming towards an academic role have
been advised of the importance to seek training in teaching and leadership. The
Faculty now offers the New Academics Programme (NAP) on a voluntary basis to
research staff, allowing participants to gain recognition as a Fellow of the Higher
Education Academy.

Researcher Development
A range of specific development opportunities for research staff are available including
‘my research essentials’, a suite of workshops (e.g. open access, publicising your
research) and online resources. The Faculty’s Researcher Development programme
offers training in topics such as grant writing, teaching for researchers and effective
supervision. Opportunities to network with other researchers include the Research Staff
Association and the University’s annual Research Staff Conference. Research Support
Services also offer training on applying for funding and more in-depth advice can be
sought from the School’s Research Support Manager (RSM) or Director of Research.
School funding is also provided to research groups to support conference attendance,
publication fees and small equipment purchases for those without grants.

Mentoring
Other than the mentoring arranged as part of NAP the School does not have a formal
mentoring scheme for researchers or non-probationary academic staff, although the
mentoring relationships established as part of the NAP often continue beyond
probation. The University-wide Manchester Gold scheme links staff with a more
experienced career mentor over a nine-month period. To offer subject-specific longer-
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term mentoring we plan to extend the current probationary mentoring scheme to nonprobationers (A5.2.5).

Leadership
The University participates in the Leadership Foundation’s Aurora programme for
women aspiring to leadership positions. Two academic and one PSS staff from the
School have participated. Participants are allocated a mentor and invited to join the
University Aurora network.
Academic and PSS staff aspiring to senior leadership positions can apply to Headstart,
which is aimed at new and/or aspiring Heads of School, Heads of School Administration,
Directors and similar. The course prepares staff for senior positions with modules
covering strategy development, managing change, finance, HR and time management
and also aims to help staff determine whether they wish to pursue a leadership role.
(iv)

Support given to students (at any level) for academic career progression
Comment and reflect on support given to students at any level to enable them
to make informed decisions about their career (including the transition to a
sustainable academic career).

Mentoring
The School actively participates in the University PASS (Peer Assisted Study Sessions)
scheme, which was initially developed within the School. PASS is a student mentoring
scheme in which second and third year students (PASS Leaders) run informal study
sessions for first and second year students, providing an opportunity for students to
seek help and advice from peers who have faced similar issues. Dr Andrea Schalk leads
the scheme within the School. The proportion of female students acting as PASS
Leaders is increasing:

PASS Leaders
Male
Female
Total
% Female

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

59
9
68
13%

50
13
63
21%

36
12
48
25%

Table 25: Male and female PASS Leaders

The University Careers Service runs the Manchester Gold mentoring scheme which
pairs undergraduates with experienced mentors from our alumni. Specialist strands are
available for BAME students, disabled students, LGBT students and doctoral researchers
but not currently for female students. We will survey our female students to identify
whether there is any appetite for a specialist mentoring scheme (A5.2.4).
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Careers
Many of our undergraduates complete a year-long industrial placement between the
second and third years of study. The School’s Employability Tutor and Careers and
Placement Officer provide guidance and advice. Industrial placements are encouraged
and students who have spent a year in industry often return with a much clearer idea of
career plans. The School also hosts careers fairs and seminars from industry speakers.

Communication
Undergraduates and offer-holders receive a weekly email newsletter, the Monday Mail,
which includes details of student successes, activities of interest in the School such as
student-organised clubs and workshops, and careers events and opportunities.
PGT students receive the Masters News and are supported by Programme Directors
with regular office hours and a series of career and social events throughout the year.
PGR students receive the weekly School newsletter and the PGR Director is introducing
a specific section for these students.

Volunteering and outreach
Students across all programmes are encouraged to engage in volunteering and
outreach activities in line with the University’s third strategic goal of ‘Social
Responsibility’ (see Section 5.4).

PGR students
PGR students can access funds for equipment and conference attendance. We
developed a PGR mentoring scheme to help support new students through their first
year by linking them with second or third year PGRs in the School. Mentors receive
training and offer help and advice on settling into Manchester and a range of issues
related to postgraduate study. Mentors sit on a number of School committees and act
as a conduit for PGR students to raise concerns formally through the committee
structure.
The Faculty’s Researcher Development programme also offers training for PGR
students, giving research students the opportunity to develop in a broad range of areas
such as teaching, public engagement, presenting research. Their workshops and
induction events also provide research students the opportunity to socialise,
collaborate and network across School boundaries.
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(v)

Support offered to those applying for research grant applications
Comment and reflect on support given to staff who apply for funding and what
support is offered to those who are unsuccessful.

The Director of Research and Research Support Manager (RSM) support staff applying
for research grant applications with initiatives such as a mock-EPSRC funding panel,
funding workshops and funded opportunities to attend external events.
Fellowship applicants are offered mock interviews from colleagues within the School
and Faculty. Events organised through the Faculty include workshops on Early Career
Fellowships for academic staff and experienced PDRAs. This support is promoted to all
academic staff through targeted emails, newsletters and by speaking to ECRs during the
informal networking meetings. Institutional support is made available through
negotiation with the HoS.
Funding opportunities and grant success are shared through the School newsletter. A
quarterly research newsletter is also produced to showcase research in more depth and
introduce new researchers. We promote female-specific funding opportunities and
events.
Administrative support is provided to all staff in costing applications, arranging internal
peer review and non-specialist review (e.g. to help with lay summaries). The RSM
proactively seeks out funding opportunities and targets individuals for specific calls.
Example proposals are available on the intranet.
Unsuccessful applicants are encouraged and supported to resubmit where appropriate.
Support is available from senior staff and the RSM in drafting rebuttals; positive
feedback has been received from ECRs who have received this support.

ACTIONS
5.2.1

Improve completion rates for Equality & Diversity training and ensure
new staff complete it as part of induction

5.2.2

Ensure that all academic and research staff undertaking P&DRs are
trained

5.2.3

Every member of research staff to be offered a P&DR

5.2.4

Survey female Computer Science students to identify whether there is
any appetite for a specialist female student mentoring scheme

5.2.5

Extend the current mentoring scheme for probationers to nonprobationers and researchers
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5.3. Flexible working and managing career breaks
Note: Present professional and support staff and academic staff data separately
(i)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: before leave
Explain what support the department offers to staff before they go on maternity
and adoption leave.

Employees are entitled to Ordinary Maternity Leave for 26 weeks and Additional
Maternity Leave for 26 weeks, so 52 weeks in total regardless of length of service
provided they meet the qualifying period. The same entitlement applies to adoption
leave with paternity/shared parental leave offered to the second adoptive parent.
Before staff go on leave there is a discussion with the line manager about the
reallocation of duties and arrangements are made to recruit maternity cover where it is
not possible to fully re-allocate the staff member's work. Pregnant staff are offered a
health and safety risk assessment to provide advice on any adjustment to duties or
working environment.
University policies on parental leave and flexible working are available on the University
intranet and linked to from the School induction book. We will add links from the
School intranet homepage to help improve visibility (A5.3.1).
(ii)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: during leave
Explain what support the department offers to staff during maternity and
adoption leave.

The School follows the University parental leave policies for staff undertaking any form
of parental leave. Duties are re-allocated to other staff in advance of the leave and the
School is flexible in enabling female staff to return to full-time working gradually after
maternity leave. Although the situation has not yet arisen, the same flexibility would be
applied to men taking shared parental leave.
Staff are offered Keeping In Touch (KIT days) to help them keep in touch with the
workplace. Up to 10 KIT days can be taken and additional payments are made if they
are taken during the statutory or unpaid leave.
During leave staff are kept on mailing lists. The School newsletter is also archived on the
intranet enabling staff to catch up without the need to log into their email. PSS staff
monthly team briefings from the Registrar and Director of Faculty Operations are
provided in video format online, so are easily accessible to staff on parental leave.
There is no expectation placed on staff to do this but colleagues have commented that
it is a useful and quick way of keeping up-to-date.
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(iii)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: returning to work
Explain what support the department offers to staff on return from maternity
or adoption leave. Comment on any funding provided to support returning staff.

On their return to work the staff member meets with their line manager to be brought
up to date with any new developments, introduced to new colleagues and any
requirements for flexible working are discussed. Recent returners have been provided
with a copy of the new School induction booklet and welcomed back at a team meeting
and lunch. Going forward, we will ensure this practice becomes policy and that those
returning from maternity leave are aware of the University peer support group (A5.3.2,
A5.3.3).
The School is supportive of requests for a phased teaching load whilst research is
stepped up following a break. Individual staff circumstances are considered on a caseby-case basis.
(iv)

Maternity return rate
Provide data and comment on the maternity return rate in the department.
Data of staff whose contracts are not renewed while on maternity leave should be
included in the section along with commentary.

PSS
Academic
Research

Total
staff

In post
6 months
(if returned >6
months ago)

In post
12 months (if
returned >12
months ago)

In post
18 months
(if returned >18
months ago)

6
0
0

6
n/a
n/a

4
n/a
n/a

2
n/a
n/a

Table 26: Maternity return rate for PSS, academic and research staff for the past 3
years
No academic or research staff took maternity leave in the three-year period. Six
members of PSS staff took maternity leave and are still in post; 3 returned on a parttime basis of whom one was recently promoted.
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(v)

Paternity, shared parental, adoption, and parental leave uptake
Provide data and comment on the uptake of these types of leave by gender and
grade. Comment on what the department does to promote and encourage takeup of paternity leave and shared parental leave.

Paternity
leave

In post
6 months

In post
12 months

In post
18 months

PSS
4
2
2
Academic
2
2
Research
5
2
3
Table 27: Paternity and shared parental leave return rate for PSS, academic and
research staff

No staff within the past 3 years took either shared parental leave or adoption leave. The
University has a specific shared parental leave policy, available to all staff on the
intranet, which provides worked examples of leave and pay arrangements. Individual
advice can also be sought via HR. The policies for adoption leave are also on the
intranet and accessible to all.
Two members of PSS staff have each taken two paternity leaves, both returning to work
full-time with flexibility in start and finish times.
(vi)

Flexible working
Provide information on the flexible working arrangements available.

The University has a flexible working policy through which staff can request a different
working pattern, reduction in hours, term-time working, flexi-time, job shares, home
working or other contractual or non-contractual changes. This is open to all staff who
have been in post for at least 26 weeks providing they haven’t made a request in the
previous 12 months. Requests can be for any reason and are not limited to staff with
childcare responsibilities.
Informal arrangements are more common with academic and research staff
undertaking home working, flexible start and finish times as appropriate and these are
agreed locally. The feedback from our ECR group was that staff felt comfortable utilising
flexible working and there was a culture of colleagues being very open about it.
The same policy applies to PSS staff although there is less flexibility than for academic
and research staff within core hours (10am to 4pm) due to service delivery
requirements. Nonetheless several flexible working arrangements are in place
including a job share arrangement and flexible start and finish times, which has been
helpful to staff with family commitments and long commutes. These arrangements
have also benefitted the School, enabling us to retain talented staff and provide cover
over an extended time period if staff are working different patterns.
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(vii)

Transition from part-time back to full-time work after career breaks
Outline what policy and practice exists to support and enable staff who work parttime after a career break to transition back to full-time roles.

If approved, requests for flexible working involving a contractual change are usually
permanent. However a temporary change or trial period can be arranged.
There have been no recent maternity leaves amongst academic staff, although at least
two of our current female academics have taken maternity leave with one returning at
40% increasing to 80%. One member of PSS increased her hours from 80% to 90%.
There have been no other requests to transition from part-time to full-time that we are
aware of. We will ensure that staff are aware this can be requested and provide
guidance on the internal procedures (A5.3.1)

ACTIONS
5.3.1

Add links regarding parental leave and flexible working policies to School
intranet homepage to improve visibility

5.3.2

Create written document outlining support on return from parental leave

5.3.3

Line managers to provide a ‘return to work’ briefing for staff returning
from parental leave
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5.4.
(i)

Organisation and culture
Culture
Demonstrate how the department actively considers gender equality and
inclusivity. Provide details of how the Athena SWAN Charter principles have been,
and will continue to be, embedded into the culture and workings of
the department.

The School common room is open to all staff and PGR students ensuring that colleagues
of all levels have the opportunity to meet informally. Our inclusive ethos and culture is
shown in social activities, such as the summer barbeque, charity baking competitions,
and tea parties for staff about to go on maternity leave. The School newsletter acts not
just as a source of information but also to celebrate staff successes and introduce new
colleagues.
We are proud of the harmonious and mutually supportive working relationships
between academic and PSS colleagues, evidenced by the inclusion of PSS team
managers on the School Leadership Team (SLT) and that our social events are attended
by academic and PSS staff equally.
We are keen to share good practice with other Schools, some of whom hold regular
staff coffee mornings. We will establish monthly coffee mornings hosted by the HoS
and/or HoSA to provide informal networking and socialising opportunities with School
leadership (A5.4.1).
Academic activities include regular research seminars and our analysis of the profile of
invited external speakers showed that the proportion of female speakers has steadily
increased over the past 3 years (see Section vii below).
(ii)

HR policies
Describe how the department monitors the consistency in application of
HR policies for equality, dignity at work, bullying, harassment, grievance
and disciplinary processes. Describe actions taken to address any identified
differences between policy and practice. Comment on how the department
ensures staff with management responsibilities are kept informed and updated on
HR polices.

Formal applications of HR policies for dignity at work, bullying and harassment,
disciplinary or grievance would be routed through either the HoS or HoSA, who meet
with the School’s HR Partner monthly to discuss any issues and ensure that policies are
applied fairly and consistency. The HR Partner also attends SLT meetings to engage
directly with academic and PSS line managers, providing updates on training
opportunities and policy changes. Managers are encouraged to discuss any HR queries
with the HoSA who will advise and direct them to the relevant policy, referring more
complex queries to the HR Partner. Staff can also contact the HR Partner directly.
In 2015 an Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Advisor from the University E&D team gave
an invited School seminar on harassment and bullying and the University’s dignity at
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work campaign. All staff were encouraged to attend the seminar and subsequent
discussion group. The SDC also drafted a follow-up survey to further investigate the
issue, which was conducted by the E&D Advisor to ensure confidentiality. The findings
of this survey were anonymised and a summary provided to the SLT.
To foster a culture where staff feel able to speak out, the University’s award-winning
“We Get It” bullying and harassment campaign was launched in 2014. It allows
students, staff and visitors to securely and anonymously report bullying, harassment,
sexual harassment or discrimination and get confidential advice from a Harassment
Support Advisor. The School is fully committed to engaging with this campaign. Posters
are displayed throughout the building and on plasma screens, the scheme is referenced
in the induction handbook and details disseminated through the School newsletter.
(iii)

Representation of men and women on committees
Provide data for all department committees broken down by gender and staff
type. Identify the most influential committees. Explain how potential committee
members are identified and comment on any consideration given to gender
equality in the selection of representatives and what the department is doing
to address any gender imbalances. Comment on how the issue of ‘committee
overload’ is addressed where there are small numbers of women or men.

In most cases, committees are formed ex-officio so the gender balance of committees
arises from the distribution of School leadership roles. Actions were taken in the past to
ensure that this does not lead to a committee being exclusively male. We aim to
distribute workload evenly and women are not treated any differently in the duties
allocation process. An exception is SDC for which the School’s WiSET lead was included
as women in science falls under this committee’s remit. The table below shows the split
of female and male staff on key decision-making committees within the School.
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Academic
Female Male % Female
School Leadership Team (SLT)
Duties Allocation (DAC)
Leave of Absence
Health and Safety
School Promotions
Research Strategy
Staff Development (SDC)
Centre for Doctoral Training (CDT)
Postgraduate Taught
Undergraduate
Postgraduate Research

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

TOTAL

17

7
7
7
3
7
12
3
7
3
14
6

13%
13%
13%
25%
22%
14%
40%
22%
40%
13%
14%

Female

PSS
Male

% Female

4
1
1
5
1
1
1
4
5
2
4

2
0
0
4
0
0
1
0
2
1
0

67%
100%
100%
56%
100%
100%
50%
100%
71%
67%
100%

Female

Total
Male

% Female

5
2
2
6
3
3
3
6
7
4
5

9
7
7
7
7
12
4
7
5
15
6

36%
22%
22%
46%
30%
20%
43%
46%
42%
21%
45%

76
18%
29
10
74%
46
86
35%
Table 28: Split of male and female academic and PSS staff on decision-making committees for 2015/16.

There has recently been a small increase in the number of female academic staff on committees due to the appointment of a female Deputy Head of
School. Overall the membership of our committees is 35% female, mainly because of female PSS staff representation. The proportion of female
academics on decision-making committees is lower than the proportion of female academics in the School. However female professorial staff are either
already on the above committees or exempt from heavy school duties due to their high-profile research commitments (the same principle applies to
male staff), and we hope that increasing the proportion of senior female staff leads to a higher proportion of female staff in these committees. All staff
(and student representatives) are invited to attend School Board meetings.

(iv)

Participation on influential external committees
How are staff encouraged to participate in other influential external committees
and what procedures are in place to encourage women (or men if they are
underrepresented) to participate in these committees?

Staff are encouraged to engage in external committees, review boards, funding panels
etc. with opportunities advertised in the newsletter and discussed during P&DR.
Examples include Professor Carole Goble (Chair of BBSRC Appointments Board; Head of
Node for ELIXIR-UK; member of EBI BioModels Scientific Advisory Committee and Royal
Society Newton Fellowships Committee and others); Professor Steve Furber (chaired
the Royal Society study into Computing in Schools which changed the school
curriculum; REF2014 sub-panel Chair; Royal Society Milner Award Committee and
others) and Dr Caroline Jay (member of University Senate and Board of Governors).
If the time commitment is significant and there is a strategic benefit to the School, staff
can request for this to be taken into account at duties allocation.
(v)

Workload model
Describe any workload allocation model in place and what it includes. Comment
on ways in which the model is monitored for gender bias and whether it is taken
into account at appraisal/development review and in promotion criteria.
Comment on the rotation of responsibilities and if staff consider the model
to be transparent and fair.

The Duties Allocation Committee (DAC) allocates teaching and School service and
leadership roles aiming to distribute workload evenly ensuring time for research. E&D
roles such as Director for Social Responsibility, Senior Mentor, WiSET lead, PDRA
Champion and SDC membership are recognised as service and leadership roles and
considered in promotions criteria (Section 5.1).
Duties allocation runs annually. 'Open' duties are published beforehand and staff are
asked to indicate their preferences. Comments from line managers are also invited, so
P&DR discussions can be fed into the process of reviewing and assigning duties. The
workload model and formula are published on the School intranet for transparency. All
staff can see each others’ loads – both current and historic – and compare whether they
have been under- or over-loaded. This is a bespoke workload model developed within
the School and we have been sharing this good practice with other Schools wishing to
develop a similarly effective and transparent model. The model also includes teaching
activities by research staff who wish to gain teaching experience.
Fairness and Transparency survey
A survey was issued to academic staff on fairness, transparency and workload, led by
the SDC probationary staff representative, Dr Vasilis Pavlidis. Concerns were raised
about fairness in duty allocation. This was reported back to SLT and resulted in a
School-wide review of duties and workload led by the HoS, to streamline and reduce
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duties. As a result staff duties were reduced by 500 hours for 2017/18 and this work is
ongoing to reduce it further.
Concerns were also raised about transparency and inconsistent promotions support
from line managers. SDC are currently undertaking a review of promotions processes,
ensuring that they are clear, well understood and reporting back any questions or
concerns to the Promotions Committee.
To improve transparency, SLT minutes and agendas are now available to all academic
staff and senior service and leadership positions are advertised openly. Forthcoming SLT
meetings are advertised in the School newsletter with staff encouraged to propose
agenda items. Feedback is provided where staff indicated a preference for duties but
were not assigned these.
(vi)

Timing of departmental meetings and social gatherings
Describe the consideration given to those with caring responsibilities and parttime staff around the timing of departmental meetings and social gatherings.

With the exception of School Board and SLT which have set timings 3.00pm to 4.30pm,
all School committees are organised via doodle poll to ensure that staff are able to
attend. Ad hoc meetings are also generally arranged via doodle to identify a suitable
time for all attendees.
The School Christmas party and summer BBQ, start at 3.00pm to be as inclusive as
possible. Faculty social events, such as the Director of Faculty Operations coffee
mornings and summer BBQ, are held during mid-morning and lunchtime enabling staff
to meet and network with a wider range of colleagues across the Faculty.
(vii)

Visibility of role models
Describe how the institution builds gender equality into organisation of events.
Comment on the gender balance of speakers and chairpersons in seminars,
workshops and other relevant activities. Comment on publicity materials,
including the department’s website and images used.

The gender balance of seminar speakers has steadily increased over the past 4 years
overseen by Dr Antoniu Pop (also PDRA Champion) and previously Prof Robert Stevens
(then Director of Research, now HoS). The proportion of female speakers rose sharply in
2014, the date of our Bronze Award and we believe this is due to raising awareness of
Athena SWAN principles.
Academic year
2016/17 so far
2015/16
2014/15
2013/14
TOTAL

Female
3
5
6
2
16

Male
7
14
19
14
54

Total
10
19
25
16
70

% Female
30%
26%
24%
13%
23%

Table 29: Gender balance of invited external speakers
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Although the data is incomplete it would appear that speakers to UG careers seminars
were mostly male. Speakers are nominated by the companies and our Employability
Tutor will encourage them to suggest more female speakers to improve the diversity of
industry role models (A5.4.2).
The School ensures that images promoting diversity are used on our website and in
marketing materials (see Section 4.1). Following the 2013 Athena submission we
produced a "Women in CS" web site 3 with profiles of our female staff and will add
alumni profiles to this (A5.4.3). We actively recruit female student ambassadors and
bloggers 4. Other publicity materials include the ‘Women of Wonder’ website 5 profiling
prominent female scientists includes the School’s Dr Caroline Jay.
(viii) Outreach activities
Provide data on the staff and students from the department involved in outreach
and engagement activities by gender and grade. How is staff and student
contribution to outreach and engagement activities formally recognised?
Comment on the participant uptake of these activities by gender.

Participation in outreach is strongly encouraged as part of our commitment to
producing socially responsible graduates. The School recently won 4 awards at the
University’s ‘Better World Awards' for Social Responsibility. Staff participation is
recognised in the workload model, through P&DR and in promotions criteria under
service and leadership. For students, the School has implemented a ‘badge’ system
(based on the Mozilla Foundation’s standard for digital, online badges) to recognize
student achievements including a Social Responsibility badge for our first year team
project to encourage UG students to consider an outreach priority for their project.
The annual Animation Competition has provided some information on participants'
gender. At key stage 2 through to key stage 4 (age 7-14), competition participation is
mostly well balanced, i.e., girls make up about half the entrants competition (annually
around 900 – 1,000 entrants). In the 16-19 year age group, however, girls only form 8%
of entrants. This regrettable drop off reflects the general trend in this age bracket,
which we and the wider CS community try to address via a range of activities.
Computing at School (CAS)
Around 100 of our undergraduate students per year take part in CAS activities with
female students encouraged to volunteer (around 45%) so that participating
schoolchildren have visible female role models. The hub has 30 female Master Teachers
- experienced teachers who champion Computer Science in schools, provide training
and mentoring for other teachers and support collaboration between schools and
universities- representing about 50% of the total cohort.

3

http://www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/schools-and-communities/womencs/
http://www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/experience/student-blogs/
5
http://www.mub.eps.manchester.ac.uk/science-engineering/2017/03/06/women-of-wonder/
4
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CAS events for school pupils are arranged by age group. Schools apply to participate in
these events and are selected on a first-come-first-served basis with a waiting list in
operation. Events are promoted via Master Teachers in the North West Computing At
School hub, through a monthly newsletter and through word of mouth (see Section 5.4)
Sign-up is via schools so we do not have data on attendees (A5.4.4) but have estimated
gender uptake as below:
• Fun with Computer Science
Aimed at primary school children and has around 50:50 participation from girls
and boys.
• Explore Computer Science
Pre-GCSE and attended mostly by boys. This is the point at which girls start to
lose interest in the subject. We aim to counterbalance this by offering girls-only
events run by female staff and students.
• Discover Computer Science
Aimed at A-level students. The gender ratio on these events has been broadly
similar to that of our undergraduate students, i.e. 25% female.
CAS girls events include a wide range of activities designed to make the subject relevant
to attendees and encourage them to retain an interest, such as a Brownies event during
which girls obtained their Computing badge, workshops using dance to teach
computational thinking, and activities where girls can create an object to take home
with them such as wearable technologies.

ACTIONS
5.4.1

Ensure that School is inclusive for all and provide opportunities for
academic and research staff to mix informally

5.4.2

Increase the proportion of female speakers giving careers lectures

5.4.3

Produce profiles of female alumni for Athena SWAN webpage and student
recruitment materials

5.4.4

Collect and analyse data on participation of female pupils in Computing At
School activities.

WORDCOUNT: 5972/6000
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6. FURTHER INFORMATION
Recommended word count: Bronze: 500 words | Silver: 500 words
Please comment here on any other elements that are relevant to the application.
Reviewing our data and practices for this submission has been a helpful and quite
illuminating experience. It has revealed a significant increase in the numbers of female
undergraduates entering the School of which we are very proud, but it has also shed
light on areas in which we can improve – such as recruitment of female academic and
research staff, career development opportunities and support for students and staff.
The actions that we will take to improve our processes are outlined in the main body of
the document and in the action plan.
Computer Science teaching in schools has undergone a significant amount of change in
recent years following the Royal Society’s 2012 review. The British Computer Society
2016 “Women in IT Scorecard” 6 reports that girls are slightly more interested in IT as
they get older but their enjoyment of the subject significantly diminishes. We aim to
help reverse this trend by supporting teachers and enthusing pupils and will collect data
to ascertain whether our activities are having a positive effect.
The national figures for women in the discipline represent a serious problem – industry
is suffering an IT/CS skills shortage and yet the discipline is unable to attract a
substantial fraction of women into the profession at undergraduate level. Whilst efforts
are made to draw girls and women into the profession at all stages in their life, the
deficit at the outset represents the greatest challenge to the discipline and we plan to
further increase our contributions to these efforts. We have seen a substantial increase
in the numbers of female undergraduates into the School and hope that by fulfilling our
action plan we can ensure this trajectory continues for both students and staff.
Abbreviations and acronyms used
BCS British Computer Society
CAS Computing At School
DAC Duties Allocation Committee
E&D Equality and Diversity
HOS Head of School
HOSA Head of School Administration
NAP New Academics Programme
P&DR Performance and Development Review
PDRA Post-Doctoral Research Associate
PSS Professional Services Staff
RSM Research Support Manager
SAT Self-Assessment Team
SDC Staff Development Committee
SL&D Staff Learning and Development
SLT School Leadership Team
TA Teaching Assistant
WORDCOUNT: 356/500
6

http://www.bcs.org/upload/pdf/women-scorecard-2016.pdf
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7. ACTION PLAN
The action plan should present prioritised actions to address the issues identified
in this application.
Please present the action plan in the form of a table. For each action define an
appropriate success/outcome measure, identify the person/position(s) responsible
for the action, and timescales for completion.
The plan should cover current initiatives and your aspirations for the next four years.
Actions, and their measures of success, should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant and Time-bound (SMART).
See the awards handbook for an example template for an action plan.

This guide was published in May 2015. ©Equality Challenge Unit May 2015.
Athena SWAN is a community trademark registered to Equality Challenge Unit: 011132057.
Information contained in this publication is for the use of Athena SWAN Charter member
institutions only. Use of this publication and its contents for any other purpose, including copying
information in whole or in part, is prohibited. Alternative formats are available: pubs@ecu.ac.uk
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Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

• Prepare briefing note for UG students
to explain Athena SWAN, why we need
their input and what they would be
required to do
• Request volunteers for the selfassessment team
• If no volunteers ask student reps at the
staff-student consultative committee to
help recruit volunteers
• Receive feedback from the 2017
University staff survey
• Discuss findings at SDC and identify
what requires further investigation
• Use this and ASSET 2016 to inform
questions for a School survey
• Issue survey ensuring staff understand
the purpose
• Analyse results and translate into
actions
• Compile list of silver computer science
award winners and identify relevant
contacts
• Email the Athena SWAN contacts to
request collaboration
• Arrange visits

2017/18
academic
year

Director of
Undergraduate

UG student rep
actively participating
in the self-assessment
team

2017/18
academic
year

SDC Chair

High (75% or above)
response rate to the
School survey and
good quality data to
measure progress,
inform our action plan
and ensure it is
relevant to staff in the
School

January
2018

Head of School
Administration

Relationships
established with
external CS selfassessment teams and
actively sharing good
practice

• Add an agenda item to discuss PSS
specific support
• Ask colleagues to provide feedback
from focus group to this meeting

October
2017

Head of School
Administration

Improved awareness
and understanding of
issues affecting PSS
and set of relevant
actions

3: The Self-Assessment Process
3.1

Identify an
undergraduate student
representative for the
self-assessment team

The proportion of female
students has dramatically
increased in this group and
we wish to understand the
student experience in
relation to gender

3.2

Undertake a new School
survey informed by the
University staff survey
2017 results and ECU’s
ASSET 2016 report

The University survey will
provide valuable
information but this data
was not previously broken
down by gender.

3.3

Contact silver award
recipient computer
science departments –
and other Schools within
the University to share
good practice and seek
advice
Invite School members of
the University PSS Athena
SWAN focus group to join
the SAT

To help progress the
bronze action plan and
prepare a plan for silver we
wish to learn from others
who have overcome the
same issues we currently
face
To develop understanding
of support and actions
required for PSS staff in
line with revised Athena
SWAN criteria

3.4

1

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

3.5

Review the Athena SWAN
action plan in response to
feedback from School
survey

Most of our feedback
relates to the 2015
University staff survey and
related follow-up surveys.
This will help us identify
whether things have
improved and add any new
actions required.

• Receive School survey data
• Compare results to previous surveys to
measure progress
• Discuss at SDC and SLT
• Identify what has improved and what
further actions need to be taken
• Update AS action plan

2017/18
academic
year

Head of School
Administration

We will have been
able to measure the
impact of our actions
to date.

To ensure the action plan is
progressing and is
supported at a senior level.
and to feed into decisions
at SLT

• Role holders to provide progress
updates on their actions
• Data to be reviewed and compared to
previous
• If an action is not progressing, SLT to
help remove any blockers

Ongoing

3.6

3.7

Athena SWAN will be a
standing agenda item at
on School Leadership
Team every 6 months

Put this action plan on
the School AS webpage
SDC secretary to monitor
actions taken against the
Athena SWAN action plan
and follow up with the
individuals responsible

We need better visibility of
activities and
accountability
To ensure action plan has
clear monitoring processes
and progress is recorded

• Action plan to be placed on webpage
and its presence communicated to staff
• Action plan circulated widely to all
those with assigned actions.

Director of
Social
Responsibility

Head of School
(as SLT Chair)

Reviewed
every 6
months
Action plan
progress
and any
significant
issues to be
discussed
every 12
months
Ongoing
Reviewed
every 6
months

Head of School
Administration

The action plan will be
an agile working
document and remain
relevant.
The action plan will be
progressing and
supported by SLT.

Staff will be aware of
their actions and will
progress them.

SDC Secretary

2

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

3.8

Publicise SDC agendas
through the staff
newsletter inviting staff
to propose agenda items

This has been done with
SLT but not SDC, and this is
the committee tasked with
improving transparency
and fairness

2017/18
academic
year

SDC Chair

Greater transparency
and input from staff

Ensure that all staff with
pastoral responsibilities
are aware of the
guidance for supporting
trans staff and students

This is part of the revised
Athena SWAN charter and
we have already supported
a small number of trans
students in the School

• Organise meeting dates in advance and
list on intranet
• Issue call for agenda items 2 weeks in
advance of each meeting
• Upload agendas and minutes to
Sharepoint (if not confidential)
• Circulate guidance to all staff with
pastoral roles
• Ensure these staff have completed the
‘diversity at study’ online training
• Raise awareness of the ALLOUT Allies
group (individuals who do not identify
as LGBT and who believe that lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender people
should experience full equality in the
workplace) and encourage staff to sign
up

Summer
2017

Head of School
Administration

• Market research on how to encourage
more UK applications
• Engage with potential applicants
through Open Days, targeted
communications, outreach events with
local schools/colleges
• Share good practice with Schools who
recruit high numbers of Home students
• Invite and encourage female students
of new UG intake to participate
• Hold the focus group
• Use this feedback to refine our
recruitment activities further and
identify further actions
• Invite students to participate on self-

2018/19
academic
year

3.9

SDC Secretary

Better understanding
of how to support
trans staff and
students
Increased number of
ALLOUT Allies so that
LGBT staff and
students know where
to access local support

4.1 Student data
4.1.1

4.1.2

Continue outreach
activities and improve
communications to
ensure gender balance is
at least maintained
(preferably improved) as
sources of students
change
Seek feedback on the
recruitment and
admissions process from
our new intake of female
UG students through
focus groups.

EU students are 29%
female so a reduction in EU
may reduce our female
student population

To find out whether
changes in our marketing
and recruitment activities
had an impact on female
applicants decision to apply
and accept a place at
Manchester

Admissions
Tutor
Recruitment
and Admissions
Manager

October
2017 to
hold focus
groups and
invite
students to
join SAT

Student Support
Office Manager
Recruitment
and Admissions
Manager

The proportion of
female UK-Home
students increases to
balance for any
reduction in female
EU-Home students

We will have direct
feedback from
students on their
views of our
marketing and
recruitment materials
and understand how
3

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

assessment team

this influenced their
decision-making

December
2017 to
summarise
feedback
and identify
changes to
marketing
methods

4.1.3

Investigate the possible
reasons behind the low
number of female PGR
offer holders enrolling in
2016/17

A lower proportion of
offers were accepted by
both men and women in
2016/17 but a significantly
lower proportion of
women who accepted
offers finally enrolled
compared to men.

• Survey women PGR applicants who
accepted places to request feedback on
why they decided not to enrol.
• Summarise data anonymously and use
to identify any follow-up actions in our
PGR recruitment activities and
practices.
• Issue survey annually to offer holders
who do not accept or enrol to identify
reasons why

Contact
applicants
Summer
2017

UG students will have
an awareness of
Athena SWAN and
volunteer to be on the
self-assessment team

Recruitment
and Admissions
Manager
PGR Director

Summarise
data
December
2017

Success criteria and
outcome

We will know whether
something specific
occurred to
discourage these
students and be able
to learn from this

Report to
SLT and
PGR
committees
early 2018
Survey
issued from
summer
2018 then
every 12
months
4

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

4.1.4

Identify the reasons why
PGR students withdraw
and why proportionally
more female students
withdraw.

Female students are more
likely to withdraw than
male. This may in part be
related to maternity leave.

• Issue leavers survey to PGR students
who withdraw to ascertain reasons why
• Use this data to inform and identify
actions the School can take to improve
support for PGRs, particularly females

From
2017/18
academic
year

PGR Director

An understanding of
the reasons for leaving
and to help us identify
appropriate actions to
support students and
reduce the number of
withdrawals

4.1.5

Review the support
offered to PGR students,
particularly those with
family commitments

High number of
withdrawals of PGR
students

• Research what support is offered by
external funders and the institution in
terms of parental leave, disruption to
study, funding for parental leave
• Research what support other
institutions offer and identify best
practice
• Review School support, policies and
procedures
• Obtain feedback from PGR students

As and
when
students
withdraw
2017/18
academic
year

Student Support
Office Manager

PGR Director
Student Support
Office Manager

Recommen
dations
produced
for 2018/19

Improved support for
PGR students with
family commitments.
Reduced withdrawal
rates of female PGR
students
Positive feedback from
PGR students

4.2 Academic and research staff data
4.2.1

Continue to benchmark
when more recent data is
available.

To identify whether our
increase in female UG
students was specific to the
School or sector-wide.

• Work with University Athena SWAN
Coordinator and Planning Support
Office to obtain data
• Undertake additional benchmarking
against our own data

April 2018

Head of School
Administration

4.2.2

Work with HR and E&D to
ascertain reasons for
leaving through exit
interviews and identify if

There appears to be a
higher proportion of
female research staff
leaving than males

• Discuss with HR whether a leavers’
survey could be issued routinely by HR
Services* with anonymised results
provided to the Scool

Summer
2017 –
develop
survey and

Head of School
Administration
HR Partner

An understanding of
sector-wide trends
and whether the
increase in female
students is due to the
School’s activities or
broader changes in
the sector
Specific feedback on
why staff left. This
may be for positive
reasons (career
5

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

there are any genderspecific or work-life
balance reasons for
research staff leaving

4.2.3

Check that research staff
with 4 or more years’
service and at least 2
contracts are on ‘openended, subject to
funding’ contracts. If not,
ensure staff are aware
they can request this

It is unclear whether staff
are aware of this policy and
whether it is routinely
applied or staff have to
actively request it

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

• Develop a ‘check out’ procedure for
staff to ensure this questionnaire forms
a routine part of this
• Report any key findings or concerns to
SLT
• Identify any further actions

issue to
leavers

*for confidentiality and because this is
likely to be helpful for all Schools
• Identify individuals who are eligible
• Check contract status with HR Services
• If still on fixed-term check policy and
procedure with HR Partner
• Inform staff how to request an openended contract

Role holder(s)
responsible

development) or
negative, but either
way this will help
inform our action plan
and retain talented
female and BAME staff

Summer
2018 – 1
year of
data to be
analysed
Summer
2017 –
identify
eligible
individuals
and check
status

Success criteria and
outcome

Head of School
Administration
HR Partner

Eligible staff who wish
to are on an openended contract with
fixed term funding

Information
provided to
relevant
staff via
P&DRs in
2017/18
round
5.1: Supporting and advancing women’s careers: Key career transition points
5.1.1

Bi-annual review of
applications, shortlists
and success rates by
gender to be reported to
SDC and then to SLT

To establish whether our
actions to try and attract
more female applicants
have been effective

• Review 2016/17 full year recruitment
data (September 2017)
• Review 2017/18 mid-year data (March
2018)
• Identify trends and patterns
• Report and discuss at SDC
• Executive summary produced for SLT

March
2018

Head of School
Administration

Report to
SDC Spring
2018 and
SLT

Executive
Assistant to
HoS/HoSA

We will know whether
our actions to try and
attract more female
candidates are
effective

6

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

In place for
academic
year
2017/18

Head of School
Administration

Increase in the
proportion of female
job applicants

March
2018

Head of School
Administration

Increase in the
proportion of female
job applicants

thereafter

5.1.2

Ensure adverts and job
descriptions are worded
in a gender-neutral way

To broaden the applicant
pool and ensure we are not
missing out on talent by
putting off particular
groups from applying

5.1.3

In person specifications,
only list as essential
criteria those which are
truly essential

Research suggests that
women will only apply for
jobs if they meet all the
essential criteria. We
should consider carefully
what are truly essential
and what are desirable
criteria to avoid
discouraging female
applicants

Issue guidance to
recruiting managers to
ensure they are aware of
the requirement for
inclusivity on panels

To ensure that panels are
inclusive and not unduly
affected by unconscious
bias

5.1.4

No recruitment panel
should be all-male

• Develop standard ‘about the
School/Faculty’ text for further
particulars to ensure consistency
(summer 2017)
• Run this text plus adverts and job
descriptions through gender decoder
• Revise as appropriate to ensure text is
as gender neutral as possible
• Discuss with HR Partner best practice
for preparing person specifications
(September 2017)
• Review some good examples from
areas which have a higher proportion
of female applicants (December 2017)
• Ensure recruiting managers have
undertaken relevant training
(reminders issued from September
2017)
• Provide sample job descriptions for
commonly recruited roles e.g. PDRA (by
March 2018)
• Produce guidance for recruiting
managers
• Avoid overloading female/BAME
academics by inviting colleagues from
other Schools or senior female
research/PSS staff where necessary (to
be identified as required / dependent
on subject area)

HR Partner

Guidance
produced
Summer
2017

Head of School
Administration

All recruitment panels
to have at least one
female member

Executive
Assistant to
HoS/HoSA

7

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

5.1.5

Record composition of
appointment panels

To check that guidance is
being followed and
becomes established
practice

• Request composition of recruitment
panels for every appointment
• If all-male panels are proposed, remind
recruiting managers of the requirement
for inclusive panels
• Review and discuss this data at SDC
• With recruitment panel consider
whether there are females in the field
who we may wish to make aware of the
vacancy
• Ensure that both male and female
contact names are on adverts
• If recruiting at junior level, ensure
candidates get to meet one or more of
the ECR group
• Develop suitable wording with HR
• Ask recruiting managers to research
posts whether the project milestones
and funding will allow part-time work
• Include the positive action statement
on job adverts where appropriate

September
2017

Executive
Assistant to
HoS/HoSA

We will have insight
into the composition
of panels and identify
areas which may need
more support to
improve inclusivity
Increased proportion
of female applicants,
particular applying at
more senior levels

• Work with University Athena SWAN
Coordinator to obtain this data
• Analyse it and produce data tables for
comparison to academic and research
posts
• Identify any further actions

September
2018

5.1.6

5.1.7

5.1.8

Encourage/target
applications from females
to future academic
recruitment rounds
particularly at senior
levels

Proportion of females is
lower at senior levels.

Include positive action
statement on future
academic and research
job adverts to encourage
part-time and job share
applicants (where
funding/milestones
permits), as well as
female and BAME
applicants

Feedback from ECR group
on low availability of parttime academic and
research posts

Review data for
recruitment to PSS posts

No recruitment data for
PSS roles was available at
the time of application.
There are significantly
more women in PSS so we
need to understand
whether any actions are

Feedback from recent
recruit that they did not
have the opportunity to
meet any ECRs as part of
the interview process

We may be inadvertently
discriminating against
certain groups by
advertising full-time
positions

SDC Secretary
From next
academic
recruitment
round

Head of School

From next
academic
recruitment
round

Head of School
Administration

Increased diversity in
job applicants

HR Partner

Increased applications
from those seeking
part-time positions

Research
Support
Manager

Head of School
Administration
Athena SWAN
Coordinator

An understanding of
patterns for PSS
recruitment and set of
actions to ensure
inclusivity

8

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

• Produce induction booklet
• Issue to all current research staff and
newly recruited staff
• Obtain feedback from research staff on
whether they find it useful.

September
2018

Research
Support
Manager

Improved induction
processes for research
staff taking into
account their specific
needs

• Collate information from personal
circumstances section of promotion
applications where staff indicate
whether they are full- or part-time
• Feed into regular action plan reporting
to SDC and SLT (see actions above)
• Continue to circulate details of
promotions workshops
• Identify potential mentors to help
support female candidates through the
process
• Proactively go through the list of
eligible to staff to identify those we
think are ready to apply – to avoid only
considering a self-selecting pool

From 2018
promotions
round

Executive
Assistant to
HoS/HoSA (as
SPC secretary)

From 2018
promotions
round

Head of School

• Identify admin support to help keep
track of training completions and
proactively chase this
• Work with the E&D office to pilot the
new training recording system
• Support the project by communicating

Double
completion
rate (i.e. to
60%) by
end of 2017

Head of School
Administration

needed to improve gender
equality
5.1.9

5.1.10

5.1.11

5.2.
5.2.1

Conclude review of
induction processes for
research staff and
produce booklet.

Collect data on whether
staff are full- or part-time
for promotion applicants

Feedback that research
staff are unaware of many
training opportunities

This data was not available

Continue to ensure that
Only one female applied
all staff are aware of
for promotion in the past 3
promotions process and
years
are supported to apply
when ready to do so.
Continue to proactively
identify staff who are
ready for promotion but
otherwise may not have
put themselves forward
Career development: academic staff
Improve completion rates
for E&D training and
ensure new staff
complete it as part of
induction

Our completion rates are
currently poor at 30%.
Identifying completions
and chasing staff is a
manual process for which
some admin support is
required

PDRA Champion

Senior Mentor

Improved knowledge
of promotions data
and to help us ensure
that part-time staff
are supported to apply
for promotion
An increase in female
promotion applicants,
in proportion with the
numbers of female in
the School

Improved uptake of
E&D training.

75%
9

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones
the importance and relevance of this
training

5.2.2

5.2.3

5.2.4

Ensure that all academic
and research staff
undertaking P&DRs are
trained when the new
online system is rolled
out.

Feedback suggests that
P&DRs are of variable
quality

Every member of
research staff to be
offered a P&DR

We have no data but
feedback from research
staff suggests that very few
are offered

Survey female Computer
Science students to
identify whether there is
any appetite for a
specialist female student
careers mentoring
scheme

Specialist strands exist for
BAME, disabled, LGBT
students but not for female
students

• Communicate details of training and
explain relevance and importance to
staff
• Obtain training records and issue
regular reminders
• Obtain feedback from reviewees on
P&DR usefulness
• All line managers to be informed that
they are required to offer a P&DR
• Completion rates monitored and
summary information produced
• Encourage research staff to request a
P&DR and outline the benefits

• Communicate details of Manchester
Gold careers mentoring scheme to all
students (September 2017)
• Survey female students whether they
would find a female-specific mentoring
scheme helpful (October 2017 – align
with focus group)

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

Senior Mentor

Staff feel confident to
carry out good quality
P&DRs

completion
by end of
2018
100%
completion
by end of
2019
Timeframe
to be set
once
rollout
dates are
known

(Admin support
to be identified
in action 5.2.1)

50%
offered by
end of 2017

Head of School

75%
offered by
end of 2018

(Admin support
to be identified
in action 5.2.1)

100%
offered by
end of 2019
Student
feedback
by
November
2017

Employability
Tutor

PDRA Champion

Student Support
Office Manager

Positive feedback from
research staff
Undertaking a P&DR
becomes part of
standard practice for
research staff

Female Computer
Science students will
have access to a
mentoring scheme
that meets their
specific needs

School
scheme
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Action
number

5.2.5

5.3
5.3.1

Planned action

Extend the current
mentoring scheme for
probationers to nonprobationers and
researchers

Rationale

Currently only
probationary academics
are formally and routinely
offered mentoring. A
scheme for researchers
and non-probationary
academic staff would
provide additional support
for career development,
promotions and
networking opportunities

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

• If positive response from students,
establish a School scheme involving
female academics and alumni

established
by October
2018

• Communicate intentions to extend the
current mentoring scheme (Summer
2017)
• Request volunteers for mentors
(September 2017)
• Advertise the scheme to staff (October
2017)
• Match up mentors and mentees
(January 2018)
• Ensure time commitment for mentors
is reflected in workload allocation
(March 2018)
• Identify suitable training for mentors
and mentees (Spring 2018)
• Collect feedback from mentors and
mentees to review effectiveness
(September 2019)

To be in
place for
2018/19
academic
year and
feedback
collected
after 12
months

Senior Mentor

Increase in number of
fellowship
applications, increase
in female staff
applying for
promotion

• Find links to relevant policies
• Publish on intranet homepage and
check links on Athena SWAN page are
up-to-date
• Inform staff via the newsletter

December
2017

Head of School
Administration

Director of
Research

Staff provide positive
feedback on the
scheme

Flexible working and managing career breaks
Add links regarding
parental leave and
flexible working policies
to School intranet
homepage to improve
visibility

Paternity, adoption and
parental leave policies and
flexible working policies
are not always clear and
visible to staff, resulting in
staff not being aware of
what is available.

Clear and easy to
obtain guidance for
staff, including line
managers, on the
parental leave and
flexible working
policies and
procedures.
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Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

5.3.2

Create a written
document that can be
emailed to staff returning
from such leave
highlighting the
University’s peer support
group for staff returning
from maternity /
adoption leave.

Support for those returning
from parental leave is not
always visible

• Research University policies and
summarise into a single document with
links to full policies
• Identify best practice by discussing with
other Schools
• Produce written document
• Ensure this is provided to staff as part
of their induction back
• Encourage feedback from staff to
measure effectiveness

December
2017

Head of School
Administration

A clearly written
document outlining
support on return
from maternity /
adoption leave.

5.3.3

Line managers to provide
a ‘return to work’ briefing
for staff returning from
parental leave

To ensure staff are fully up
to date with any changes
that have taken place while
they were away, are
introduced to new
colleagues and feel
welcomed back into the
School

• A shortened* version of the University
induction checklist to be produced and
placed on SharePoint
• Managers informed of the requirement
to run through this checklist and
provide staff with a copy of the School
induction book (plus research induction
book for returning research staff)
* since the full checklist includes
information which is irrelevant for
returning staff (e.g. providing bank details)

March
2018

Head of School
Administration

Staff returning from
parental leave feel
welcome and fully
integrated back into
the School. To be
measured through our
next School survey
and in the University
Staff Survey free
comments

We wish to promote an
inclusive and harmonious
working environment

• Arrange monthly Head of School coffee
mornings
• Encourage staff to make use of the
newly refurbished outdoor courtyard
• Encourage staff to set up social activity
groups

From
2017/18
academic
year

Executive
Assistant to
HoS/HoSA

Coffee mornings are
well attended

5.4: Organisation and culture
5.4.1

Ensure that School is
inclusive for all and
provide opportunities for
academic and research
staff to mix informally

Staff have a variety of
opportunities to
socialise and network.
Check in with staff
that they know that
they are welcome
12

Action
number

Planned action

Rationale

Key outputs and milestones

Timeframe

Role holder(s)
responsible

Success criteria and
outcome

5.4.2

Increase the proportion
of female speakers giving
careers lectures

The proportion of females
giving research talks has
improved but those giving
careers talks to students
has not.

From
2017/18
academic
year

Employability
Tutor

An increase in the
proportion of female
careers speakers,
aiming for 30%
minimum.

5.4.3

Produce profiles of
female alumni for
Women in CS webpage
and student recruitment
materials

To expand on work on
visibility of female role
models

Summer
2018

External Affairs
Officer

Profiles of female
alumni on the
webpage

Collect and analyse data
on participation of female
pupils in Computing At
School activities.

Evidence suggests that girls
lose interest in the subject
after key stage 3.
To measure the impact of
outreach efforts

• Inform industrial contacts that we wish
to improve gender balance and request
more female speakers.
• Directly identify suitable female
speakers from our alumni and personal
networks
• Maintain a list of speakers so this can
be monitored
• Work with the Alumni office to identify
suitable female alumni subjects
• Contact alumni to request participation
and CV details (potentially tie in with an
invitation to give a careers talk)
• Produce profiles and publish on the
School ‘Women in CS’ webpage.
• Update student marketing materials as
appropriate
• Request individual schools to provide
the number of male and female
attendees at each CAS event
• Monitor over time to track whether the
proportion of girls increases

5.4.4

Employability
Tutor

From
2017/18
academic
year

Computing At
School
academic lead

Increase in
applications from
women

Evidence of the impact
of our outreach work
Ideas to improve this
impact further
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